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ABSTRACT

The control of ac voltage at the converter bus is required for satisfactory operation

of a hvdc system feeding into a weak ac system. The synchronous compensator has

been the t¡aditional answer for voltage control at the commutating bus. Recently a

number of new voltage controi devices, e.g. thyristor controlled reactor, thyristor
switched capacitor and metal oxide varistor have found application. However, either
these devices a¡e oversized and/or the system on which they are applied is small and,/or

comparatively robust.

This thesis systematically investigates and establishes comparative perfonnances

of these devices along with a novel scheme, the series capacitor device. Each device is

rated to a minimum required size to satisfy a set criterion of voltage conEol to keep the

cost minimum and is applied at the converter ac bus feeding into a weak ac system.

The performance of the devices is assessed by studying the dynamic overvoltage

control and dc recovery following a set of distu¡bances.

A digital simulation program, in the time domain, has been used for this
comparative investigation. Due to the absence of any published information for the

metal oxide va¡istor and the series capacitor, they were funher investigated on a state-

of-the-a¡t ASEA Brown Boveri hvdc simulator with commercial dc controls.

The study concluded that arl the devices were abre to control the dynamic
overvoltage withìn criterion, however the metal oxide varisto¡ and the series capacitor

device were the most cost effective. It further confirmed that the metal oxide va¡istor is

a viable altemative to existing devices, whereas the series capacito¡ device offers a new

solution which is not only attractive for the control of dynamic overvoltage, but also

ensures speedy recovery.

It has also been observed that dc control settings and parameters influence the

speed of dc recovery from fauhs. The optimal control parameters depend not only on

the system but aiso on the natu¡e of the distu¡bance.
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CÐNTROL OF AC VOLTAGE OF HVDC COÌ.NæRTER

FEEDINC INTO AWEAKAC SYSTEM

SUMMARY OF THE THESIS

some host utilities may develop huge energy resources remote f¡om the load
centre. Electrical energy from these remote sources may be transmitted for several
technical and economic reasons ro the fringes of the load centre. situations of this kind

give úse to hvdc systems feeding into rather weak ac sysæms (shon circuit ratio scR l
1.5). HVDC connection to weak ac systems presents operating and control challenges.

on account of the weakness of the connected ac system, vortage control
panicularly at the inverter bus, becomes even more critical. Because of the weak ac

system the reactive power demalds of the inve¡ter are best met by sources connected at

its ac bus.

Low SCR implies higher sensitivity of the ac voltage loads. Sudden
disrurbances therefore may result in undesi¡able voltage fluctuations. Both unde¡ and
overvoltages a¡e therefore of major concem in the operation of low SCR systems.

undervoltages may be caused if the voltage instability limits are approached.

Genera-lly undervoltages signal degenerated modes of operation and hence may not be
alarming. overvoltages, on the other hand, may trigger f'rther deterioration of ths
system and are detrimental for the life of the connected equipment.

synchronous compensators (sc) have been the traditional answer for the
voltage control of the connected bus as controlled for source and sink. A number of
new options a¡e on the horizon. Some of these have been adopted. First applications

of these new devices, thyristor conrolled reactor (rcR), thyristor switched capacitor
(TSC), metal oxode va¡istor (Mov) shoutd best be regarded as field trials with limited
risk. The systems on which these are f'st employed are sma and comparatively
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robust. There is a continued need for investigation especially for systems which,
according to cunent understanding and knowledge, are regarded to be marginally
feasible.

The cur¡ent investigation has chosen such a margina y realizabre system,

having SCR of 1.5, which needs all the support it can through a voltage control device
(vcD) and improved controls to earn confidence in the realization and satisfactory
operation of such future systems.

Limiting the scope of investigation to dynamic overvoltage control @OV)
within acceptable limits and combining it with the rapid recovery of the system from
fault is an exercise to broaden the range of realizable acldc systems. of the known
devices the¡e is an urgent need to conduct an objective comparative study while, at the

same time, experimenting on new ideas for the purpose.

The nature of the investigation has to be exhaustive whe¡e all possibilities are

studied and nothing forseeable is left to chance. Indeed, this means a wealth of ¡esults
many of which appear repetitive. Assimilation and presentation of these results for a

casual reade¡ may be boring, but for engineering a preferred solution one should not
shy away from the tedium of work.

suggestion of se¡ies capacitor device (scD), even for the fi¡st time ¡eviewer of
the information, may appear common-sense and trivial, but there is a lot mo¡e to it than

the first impression of obviousness. Detailed investigations have revealed several

unknowns.

The usual study tool for the proposed investigation is digital computer
simulation of a carefully defined difficult but not un¡ealizable system. use is made of
passive vcDs to illust¡ate the problem of Dov and recovery. sc is used as the

benchma¡k. Even when well tested commercial programs a¡e available for simulation

not all aspects of frontier investigations can be modelled. New requirements require



modifications and addirions to subsystem modelling which must be checked and

debugged carefully because for a while fìeld test validiation may nor be possible but

mistakes must be avoided at all costs.

Having completed digital investigations and having found MOV and SCD

attractive, in order to secure extra level of confidence, due to absence of any published

information for the Mov and novel option scD, funher investigations were undertaken

on a state-of-the-art hvdc simulator complete with commercial hvdc controls.
Fortunately it was possible to negotiate the use of ASEA-B¡own Boveri (ABB)
simulator for completing the final phase of the investigation.

Availability ofthe ABB simulator, on rhe one hand, provided the oppornrnity to
validate the digital results and, on rhe other hand, the opponunity to upgrade the test

systems to ensure near field test credibility. A carefully chosen middle of the road

solution was adopted by retaining the essential cha¡acteristics of the digital test system

but augmendng the details of representation.

Fortunately there were not many surprises when one compares the digital
results with the analog results. on the positive side is therefore the level of confidence

one can now ascribe to the digital investigation. In the hindsight should one regard the

analog simulation unnecessa¡y and/or waste of time? The answe¡ is 'no'. How else

could one ensure the reviewer and potential user of the conclusions? The gain in
credibility is wonh the price of the analog investigation.

There was new learning as welr. Digital simulation showed instab ity in the

applicaúon of scD. Repeated analog studies failed to demonstrate these. Future

investigations will need to determine rhe cause of insubility in rhe digital simulation.

It is concluded that whereas SC, TCR, TSC offer berrer known solutions for
many applications Mov is a viable altemative. scD offers a new solution which is not

only attractive for the control of Dov but a.lso ensu¡es speedy recovery. There is a hint

of ha¡monic interaction between the magnetic nonlinearities of transformers and series



capacitors. These may not lead to any serious problems, however, prior to their
application in a given system potential haza¡ds of fenoresonance must be sfud.ied.

As would be expected the hvdc controls settings and parameters influence the

speed of recovery of the system from faults. The optimal control parameters depend

not only on the system but also on the nature of the distu¡bance. once the user has

determined the critical importance of the type of recovery and Dov conrol, if justihed,

one can revert to adaptive and,/or intelligent conEols.

This investigation has not only proposed and studied a novel option, SCD, but

also has determined the relative merits of preferred vcDs on a weak ac system by
performing objective, consistant and detailed comparative studies.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROBLEMDEFINMON

A line commutated hvdc converter consumes reactive power for its operation.

The consumption depends primarily upon its active power load tll. In general, in hvdc

transmission schemes, where a converter station is located in close proximity of a

generating station, the ¡eactive power demand is fulf,rlled by ac filters and generators.

Elsewhere, a dedicated reactive power sorme at the converter terminal is preferred over
a distant source. If a distant reactive power source is used, it increases ac transmission
losses as well makes the ac voltage, at the converter bus, load dependent.

under steady state conditions the system with passive, shunt, feactive power
source operates very well. However, difficulties arise during load changes. Due to
rapid load variation, until the reactive power balance is regained, there can be a
temporary excess or deficiency of reactive power which results in over and.

undervoltages respectively. The magnitude ofsuch voltage va¡iation is determined by
the ac system strength, which in an acldc system is represented by the short circuit ratio
(scR). It is usually defined as the ¡atio of shon ci¡cuit capacity of the ac system to the
¡ated hvdc power. When the ac system is weak, i.e. a system with low SCR, the

changes in converter ac bus voltage following a disturbance may exceed the permissible

limit. In such cases, a vortage control device (vcD) is needed for satisfactory
operation of the converter. For example, for a test system described in chapter 2, Fig.
1.1 shows the variation in ac bus voltage at the converter bus feeding into a weak ac

system of scR=1.5 following dc block at 0.1 s. Here, all the reactive power demand

of the converter is supplied at the coverter bus by fixed shunt capacitors (FC) and ac

filte¡s.
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The following observations in ac voltages a¡e made after dc block:

- The highesr instantaneous voltage is 2.0 pu on phase B (vb inverter bus)

for the fi¡st peak, and subsequent peaks are above 1.30 pu. As a

correcrive action, if 50va of ac filters and r00zo of FC are switched off
after six cycles (at 0.2 s) the voltage drops down to a more acceptable

level (1.12 pu).

- When this overvoltage is measured as three phase rms voltage (termed as

dynamic overvoltage, DOV) it reaches ro abour 1.40 pu (between 0. 1 s _

0.2 s) and is only brought down by the switching off of the filters and FC
ar 0.2 s. This high DOV for a duration of 6 cycles must be limited to
minimize converter station cost, to improve system stability and to
maintain an acceptable quality of supply to consumers [2,3,4].

satisfactory solution of the voltage contror and recovery problem is more
important now, than in the past, as a consequence of the recent Eend of installing large
hvdc converter stations feeding into weak ac systems t2l. The proposed research has

been aimed at finding novel solutions and comparing these with the existing voltage

control techniques.

t.2 BACKGROUND

until recently, rhe synchronous compensator (SC) has been appried as the vcD
which also serves as the variable reactive power source for hvdc links. For example, it
has been used in Gotland [5], Nelson River [6] schemes and most recently for the
Iøipu project [7]. It reduces the system sensitivity to transients by increasing the short

ci¡cuit level of the system. However, it is slow in response, less reliable, occupies

more space and is expensive due to high capital and maintenance costs. Thus a ¡ecent

trend has been to look for more efficient, economic and faster devices that can replace

or supplement the sc. va¡ious voltage control techniques have been proposed to



replace or supplement SC t2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11,lZ, l3l. However, only the following
VCDs have recently found (mid-eighties) applications in hvdc schemes:

1.

)

J.

4.

Thyristor controlled reactor (TCR) in combination with thy,ristor switched

capacitor (ISC) at the 1000 MW Chateauguay back-to-back link [14,15].
Saturated reacror (SR) at the 2000 MW Cross Channel link tl61.
Metal oxide varistor (MOV) at (a) the 200 MW Miles city back_to_back

scheme; (b) the 200 MW back-to-back scheme ar Sidney Nebraska [17].
Converter control (p-angle control) at (a) the 200 MW Blackwate¡ back-

to-back scheme tlal; (b) the 200 MW Highgate back-to-back scheme

t181.

Although the aforementioned VCDs have found practical application, only very
few results comparing the performance of various devices at the hvdc terminal have

been published, For example:

For the Itaipu project, simulator studies have been performed in order to

show the advantages and d¡awbacks of both synchronous compensalors

and static compensators using SR or TCR t7l. SCs have been chosen for
this application.

For the Chateauguay back-to-back station, the use of SCs was ruled out.

Only schemes comprising TCR with fixed capacitors and TCR and TSC
were considered. The ¡esults published in [19] show the superiority of
the later scheme and hence was selected

Note that in the above two schemes the devices studied we¡e completely
different. The use of rsc was nor included in the Itaipu study. on the other hand, SC

was excluded from the chateauguay study. Thus, though the studies were exhaustive,

there was no systematic comparison made between the selected vcD and the other
available VCDs.

In addition to the above, the comparative simulations which were carried our are

t.



the following:

2.

The performance of SC, TCR and SR we¡e compared on a test hvdc

system [20]. Here, however, the devices were oversized, i.e. the sizing

was not done adhering to a minimum requi¡ed size to satisfy a set criterion
of voltage control to keep rhe cost mi¡imum.

A masters thesis [21] investigated the performances of static VCDs
(including SR, TSC with TCR), SCs and different combinarion of them.

However, this study was done using load flow and transient stability
simulations in phasor domain. Thus, the study is incomplete, due to, its
inherent unsuitability for calculating the initial overvoltages, neglect of
harmonic influence and inability to model unbalance. Also this study did
not analyze the effectiveness of VCDs in assisting the dc recovery

following disturbances.

Funher, in all foregoing studies, only continuous control of VCDs has been

considered, i.e. no comparison has been made by using a step conrol obtained by
exclusive use of rsc, clipping control by Mov or self regulating control by series

capacitor device (scD). It should be noted rhat rhe use of Mov or scD can offer
substantial cost savings for limiting overvoløges at the converter ac bus.

OBJECTTVE AND STI-]DY METT{OD-S

The aim of this thesis is to systematically investigate and establish comparative

effectiveness of the performance of the following existing vcD schemes (1 to 3) with
the proposed cost effective voltage control devices (4 and 5).

(1) Synchronous compensators (SC)

(2) Thyristor controlled reactor (ICR)

(3) Thyristor switched capacitor (ISC)

t.

1.3



(4) Metai oxide varistor (MOV)

(5) Series capacitor device (SCD)

Note that although Mov was used, no results on its application were available
in public domain. Hence, it was necessary to analyse it systematically. It is interesting

to note that once the results from this thesis were published [50,52], considerable

interest has been generated among the industries to publish their findings. A recent
publication [54] in CIGRE symposium is an example.

The application of SCD (installation of series capacirors in ac lines at the acldc

interface) as a vcD at the hvdc terminal is a novel scheme and the author regards it to
be an important first investigation of the research. Howeve¡, following presentation of
preliminary ¡esults with scD in our paper [52], attention of the authors have been

drawn to the proposal of Dr. J. vithayathil [61] to investigate SCD, which predates our
proposal.

These vcDs are applied at the inverte¡ ac bus of a test hvdc system feeding into
a weak ac system (scR = 1.5). The sending end system is kept relatively strong (scR
= 4.0) for this study. The performance of the vcDs is then assessed by studying the
DOV control and the dc recovery following a set of disturbances.

Each vcD is sized to satisfy a dynamic over voltage (Dov) criterion derived
from ontario Hydro Research Document [25] exptained in section 2.2. Any adrritional

supply ofreactive power to the inverter is supplied by shunt capacitors to keep the cost
minimum. Nore that the need to use vcD is demonsrated by the violation of the DOV
criterion when only FC are used (Frg. l.l).

In order to study and evaluate vcDs in the frst phase, the digitat simulation
program EMTDC @lectromagnetic Transienr p¡ogram for DC System) [22,23] is used.

EMTDC allows three-phæe electromagnetic transient modelling and takes into account

the effects of harmonics, unbalances and nonlinearities.



Following successfur comparison, a detailed study on the performance of cost
effective schemes, Mov and scD (novel), on a sate-of-rhe-art ASEA Brown Boveri,
Switzerland, hvdc analog simulator has been performed. A realistic i2 pulse, bipolar
hvdc system with commercialized dc controls was used as the test system, the details of
which a¡e given in Chapter 9.

Note that in the absence of adequate mdels for TCR and TSC in EMTDC, new
sub¡outines modelling these devices with complete controls were developed, tested and
incorporated by the author.

SCOPE OF THE TTIESIS

The details of the digital simulation environmenr (EMTDC), sizing criterion for
vcDs and description of the test system used for comparative evalution of vcDs are
given in Chapter 2.

Chapters 3 to 7 cover the results of the application of SC, TCR, TSC, MOV
and scD respectively. The controls, sizing, simulation and modelling techniques for
each VCD are also described in these chapters.

chapter 8 comparcs úe performance of vcDs. It has been concluded that each

vcD can be designed to contol Dov within criterion. of all the vcDs studied, the sc
is the most sluggish and the scD is the most effective in controlling the Dov. Except
for the scD case, none of the vcDs showed conclusive superiority over the others in
assisting recovery from faulm. For the SCD case, harmonic instability was observed
during the digital study. The vcD costs fall into th¡ee categories with the sc being the
most expensive. The novel schemes (Mov & scD) are the cheapest and the TCR &
TSC fali in between.

chapter 9 gives the details of the hvdc simulator, rest set up and ¡esults of the



analog study of Mov and scDs. It is concluded rhar \,vhereas sc, TcR, TSC offer
better known solutions for many applications, MoV is a viable alternative. scD offers
a new solution which is not only attractive for the control of Dov but also ensures

speedy recovery.

The results of chapters 3 to 9 are further augmented by additional studies

described in chapter 10. These studies in general conclude that dc recovery can be

considerably improved by optimizing the controls.

Final conclusions, major contributions and suggestions for further studies are

presented in Chapter 1 1.



2.1

Chapter II

STUDY TOOLS AND SYSTEM SETUP

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY TOOLS

In order to investigate the comparative behaviour of the vcDs it was considered

necessary to undertake comprehensive time domain simulation studies that fullv
considered the effects of harmonics and imbalances as well.

EMTDC G,lecrromagnetic Transienr program for DC system) 122,23,241 was

used to perform digital simulations. This program has been developed at Manitoba
Hydro with contribution from the university of Manitoba, and is available through
Manitoba HVDC Resea¡ch centre. ABBs hvdc simulator was used to perform analog

simulation, which is described in Chapter 9.

In EMTDC, power system dynamics are simulated in time domain with 3 phase

representation of the ac network. It includes frequency dependent distributed
transmission line models, generalized 6 pulse bridge ¿urângements with associated

damping circuits, dc pole and valve group control models, electric machine models,

govemor and exciter models, transformer satuation, metering and control devices, etc.

In addition to the above, the user can build and study his own models of electric
power and control systems in modular fashions.

The salient features of the program are:

1. Easy interfacing with user developed subroutines is allowed.

2. Matrix size and computation time is minimized by division of the power

system under study into many sub-networks.



3. Numerical stability is achieved by use of the trapezoidal rule fo¡
integration.

The validity of the simulation program has been confirmed by field and

laboratory tests [22].

In summary, EMTDC is a very powerful transients simulation program. It is

easier to use fo¡ hvdc simulation than other contemporary simulation packages such as

the well-known BPA EMTP (Bonneville power Adminisrrarion Electromagneric

Transients Program).

2.2 CzuTERIA FOR SIZING OFVOLTAGE CÐNTROLDEVICE

To properly size a VCD and to compare the performances of various types, a

consistent set of system data and study criteria is required. These criteria pertain to

system steady state operating conditions, and transient overvoltage limiting capability
for up to one second following a disturbance as given in the following sections.

2.2.1 Production Limit

The production limit of a vcD connected at the inverter ac bus is based on its

ability to supply enough reactive power, under steady state with the dc at full load and

full frlte¡s on, so that the power factor at the inverter bus looking into the ac system is

unity.

2.2.2 Absorption Limit

Most utilities do not have a guideline for acceptable levels of system dynamic

overvoltage (Dov). Relative importance of instantaneous value as compared to the rms

10



values can be debated at length. Also, it is well known that the duration ofDov as

well as its magnitude must be considered. In the absence of such guidelines, the
absorption limit of the vcD is based on the permissible overvoltage criterion derived
from ontario Hydro research [25] and is betieved to limit the failure rate of consumer
equipment to acceptable levels. It states that each scheme must be capable of
controlling the th¡ee phase rms value of dynamic overvoltage (termed as Dov for the
purpose of this study), measu¡ed with a digital ITns meter, following a disrurbance

according to the following limitations:

For 0 to 2 cycles no constraints.

From 2 to 6 cycles (100 ms) below 1.3 pu.

From 6 to 60 cycles should be under the withstand envelope shown in
Figure 2.1, allowing switching off of 1002o fixed shunt capacitors and

507o filters after 6 cycles (100 ms).

2.2.3 Voltage Va¡iation Limit

switching action of the vcD must not cause more than about 2.58a voltage
va¡iation at the inverter to avoid spurious commutation failures and consumer
complaints.

)2, METT]OD OFMEASURINGDOV AND ITS DURATION

The performance of vcD in controlring the ac voltage at the converter bus is
measured from the magnitude and duration of the Dov. The Dov at the converter ac

bus is measured using a metering function vM3pH2 available in EMTDC (Figure 2.2).

Note that the measured three phase bus instantaneous voltages a¡e ¡ectified using a six
pulse bridge rectifier. The rectified voltage is passed tbrough a lag function (1st order
pole) with a meter rime constant T of 15 ms.

1.

)

J.

11
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The Dov duration is defined as the time in miniseconds for which its magnitude
following a disturbance remains at or above 1152o of its nominal value.

2.4 METT]OD OF MEASI.]RING ENERCY LOSS AND RECOVERY TIME

Judgement regarding the assistance provided by a particular device to the

recovery following a disturbance, was made on the basis of the energy loss following
distu¡bance and recovery time.

The block diagram for the measurement ofthe ene¡gy loss by the receiving end

ac network due to the loss of hvdc, following a disturbance is shown in Figure 2.3.
The dc power fed to the ac system through hvdc link is computed by passing the
product ofdc voltage and dc cur¡ent at the inverter through a lag function (simple pole)

with a time constant Tt of 15 ms. Following a disturbance, any difference from the

steady state powe¡ 'Ploss' is integrated over the rest of the simulation period to give the

energy lost.

The recovery time is defined as the time required in milliseconds for the hvdc
system to finally recover to 807o of the pre-fault dc power from the instant of fault
clearing.

2.5 DEFINMONOFSHORTCIRCTJITRATIO (SCR)

The short circuit ratio (scR) of an ac system is used as a measure of the relative

strength of the ac system to the connected converter capacity. Even though, the
strength of an ac system (fault level) is a well defined parameter, there is often
confusion whether the effect of reactive sources (capacitors/inductors and frlters)
connected at the converter bus have been taken into account or not. For the purpose of

14
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this resea¡ch, scR is defined taking into account the reactive powe¡ supplied by the ac
filters, i.e.

SCR =

where:

Sac = shon circuit level of the ac system

Pdc = rated hvdc power

Qfrlt = reactive power supplied by the ac frlters.

similarly, the effective short circuit ratio @scR) taking into account the effect
of the VCD is defined as:

ESCR=SCRI#

where:

Svcd = contribution made by the VCD to the short ctcuit level.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST SYSTEM

For comparing the performance of various vcDs a test system derived ftom the
Nelson River scheme comprising a point to point dc transmission system with an ac
equivalent at each convefter bus as shown in Figure 2.4 is used. The summarized
system data æe given in Appendix A (Table A.l). It is a monopolar six pulse system
with rated load (Pdc) of 810 MW (18004, 450kv) measured at the inverter. selection
of six-pulse, monopolar has been made to minimize the computation time. The
receiving end and sending end ac systems are separated by g95 km (556 miles)
t¡ansmission line. The line details are also given in Append.ix A (Table A.2). The
detailed description of the rest sysrem is given in the foltowing subsections.

2.6

16
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2.6. 1 Svstem Modellins

EMTDC was used to model and simulate the system dynamic behaviour. In
order to minimize storage requirement and computation time, the system has been

divided into 5 subsystems, as shown in Figure 2.4.

subsystems 1 and 2 represent inverter and rectihe¡ stations respectively. Each

converter consists of:

1. Three six-pulse valve groups per pole, each rated at 150 kV, 1.g kA.
2. converte¡ Eansformers with leakage reactanc e or r3vo on their own base.

3. Smoothing reactors of 0.75 H.

4. DC filters (6th and 12th harmonic).

A generalized six-pulse valve group subroutine B6pl10, available in EMTDC is
used to represent the valve groups and converter Eansformer. In B6p1 10, each valve

is individually modelied with an equivalent RC snubber ci¡cuit, and the phase locked
oscillato¡ is used for valve firing.

The converter Eansformers con¡ected in the system are modeled with saturation

effects as shown in Figure 2.5. The saturation is taken into account by adding an

additional flux dependent saturation cuÍent to the crurent computed by the linear part of
the model [26]. The v-I characteristics of the transformers a¡e modelled with a knee-
point voltage of 1.20 pu and air core reactance of twice the leakage reactance.

The smoothing reactors and dc filters aæ represented as shown in Figure 2.4.

The component values ofdc filters are given in Appendix A (table A.3).

18
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The 895 km long dc transmission line, separating these two subsystems, is

modeled as a frequency dependent, distributed line.

Subsystems 3 and 4 represent the receiving end and sending end ac systems.

Thei¡ details a¡e shown in the Figures 2.6 and2.7 respectively. The ac sources, both at

the inverter and rectifier end are modelled as infinite systems separated from thei¡

respective commutating buses by the system impedances. The ac system impedances

are represented by R-RL networks having the same damping at fundamental and 2nd

harmonic frequency. AC filters compúsing of 5th, 7rh, 11rh, 13th harmonics and high

pass afe connected at the converter buses. The frlter banks at each converte¡ a¡e divided

into two equal sections to enable the switching off 50vo of filters after 6 cycles

following dc block for DOV control as per the sizing criterion. Switch S I is

represented to simulate a fault through impedance zf at the converter bus. For a 50zo

¡emote fault the value of fault impedance Z¡ is taken to be equal to the corrresponding ac

system impedance. The receiving and sending ends system impedance data and ac f ter

data are given in Table 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.

Subsystem 5 represents the VCD. A detailed description of each VCD is given

in its respective chapter.

2.6.2 DC Controls

The dc system is assumed to be operating in constant crùrent mode without any

higher level controllers. under steady-state conditions, the rectifie¡ is operated in
constant current control and the inverter in constant extinction angle control. The dc

cont¡ol block diagram is shown in Figure 2.8. Each block represents one or more

conuol functions built in as subroutines in the EMTDC [47].

The pole controlle¡ represented by the block POL1C6 derermines the firing
angle desired aofor an enti¡e hvdc pole (which may have more than one series valve

20
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group' as in this case the number is three) to maintain constant dc current. The oo from
the pole controller is processed by the valve group controller, represented by the block
vGlc18. The c¡, processed by it is fed to the main valve group firing circuit. This
circuit along with the valves and converte¡ ftansformer is represented by the block
86P110. The firing ci¡cuir uses the phase locked loop (pLL) for timing reference, and

computes elapsed angle based on its intemal frequency which is locked with the

commutating bus frequency. The block vDCL3 represents voltage dependent cunent
limit, which assists system recovery during post fault period, by reducing the dc
cur¡ent order at low dc voltages.

Figure 2'9 shows the block diagram of the pole conrroller pol1c6 (currenr

controller) used in the simulations. The controller uses proportionaì-integral-derivative

control and generates desired ø, which controls the dc cunent to be equal to the desi¡ed

cu¡:rent, or within a desired margin (at inverter). In pol-lc6, when measured current
is less than the cur¡ent o¡der, also a delta gamma enor DGE signal is generated.

These two signals - desired * and DGE a¡e fed to varve group controller
vGlcl8 @igure 2.10). If the valve group is in rectifier mode, the'whicheve¡is least,

block selects the desi¡ed cx from pollc6 and delivers it to the firing control
electronics. If the valve group is in inverter operation with constant y control, the
'which ever is least'block selects the oo from the upper circuit. This circuit monitors
the y and selects the lowest value rlow over a period of a cycle to compa¡e with the 1
desi¡ed. The y desired is usuaìly equal to 1¡¡¡¡, however, it is increased during
following conditions to ¡educe the chances of commutation failu¡e.

By delta gamma error, DGE signal to avoid dc link instability, which
usually occurs when strength of the receiving end ac system is less than
the sending end as is the case for the present investigation.

If measured gamma is obse¡ved to significantly vary (> 50) due to
distoned ac voltage.

(üi) If there is an unusual inc¡ease in dc cur¡ent which may lead to
cornmutation failure.

(i)

(iÐ
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Also, if commuration failure is detected, then o desi¡ed from pol-lc6 is reduced by
57.3o and ramped back to its desired value.

The actual firing a-ngle cr from the upper circuit is determined by solving the

following equation:

cos Y - X. I¿. + cos B

where \ is the net commutation reactance.

Before fault, i.e. during steady-state condition the rectifier is in constant current

control mode with a nominal cr of 15o and the invener is in constant extinction angle
control mode with nominal "y of 18 degrees, which results in cr of 144o at the inverter.
The minimum and maximum c¡ limits at the rectifier and inverter are 50, 1550 and 10go,

180o respectively.

2.6.3 Ramping of dc Cunent Order

The ramping ofdc current order is introduced by means of ramp generators as

shown in the Figure 2.11. The operations of four different ramp generators

incorporated, are explained below.

Sta¡t uo Ramn

start up ramp was introduced at the inverter to bring the dc system into steady

state. The current order at the invener was ramped in ,Tramp' seconds from ,Imin' 
to

its steady state value (1.0 pu) as shown in Figure 2.12. A value of 200 ms for'Tramp,

enables smooth system start up.
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Commutarion Failure Ramp

The commutation failure ramp is active when a commutation failure is detected

at the inverter. The current o¡der at the inverter is brought down to'Imin'(0.3 pu) and
is maintained at'Imin'as long as commutation failure persists. The cur¡ent order at the
¡ectifier follows the cunent o¡der at the invener after a telecommuncation delay Td. In
this case a value of 20 ms is used for Td. once the inverter recovers, the current orde¡
is ramped back to its steady state value (1.0 pu) as shown in Figure 2.13 in ,Tramp'

seconds.

Post Fault Ramn

Any system disturbance can acdvate the post fault ramp on the disc¡etion of the
user. After a delay of 20 ms from faurt initiation point A, this ramp reduces the current
o¡der at the rectifier to'Imin' at point B. The current order at the inverter follows the
current order at the rectifier afrer a telecommunication delay, Td (20 ms). The current
orders are maintained at'Imin'during the remaining fault interval. when fault is
cleared, the current orders are ramped back to their steady state value (1.0 pu) as shown
in Figure 2.14 in 'Tramp' seconds.

Voltage Deoendent C\r¡ent Limit (VDCL)

If the dc voltage at the rectifier is below 'vmin' (0.3 pu) for more than 20 ms

consistently, then vDCL is activated. The yDCL limits the current by reducing the

current order at the rectifier to 'Imin' (0.3 pu). This cur¡ent order is maintained at

'Imin' as long as the dc voltage at the rectifìer does not exceed 'vmax'. once the dc
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voltage is greâter than'vmax', the current order is ramped to its steady state value (1.0
pu) in 'Tvdcl' (150 ms). The modified characrerisrics of \DCL a¡e shown in Figures
2.t5.

It should be noted that the ramp time of the post fault ramp is dependent upon
the type of vcD and the type of disturbance for smooth recovery. The ramp time
varied between 50.0 and 250.0 ms.

2,7 SIMULATEDSYSTEMDISTIJRBANCES

The following disturbances are simurated to study the behaviour of the
combined dc system and the VCD:

1. Permanent dc block et is required to ensure adequate DOV control).

2. DC Line fault at the inverter end for 12 cycles.

3. SLG fault at rhe inverte¡ ac bus.

4. 3 phase fault at the inverter ac bus.

5. SLG fault, 507o rcmotn from the invener ac bus.

6. 3 phase fault, 50Vo remote f¡om the inverter ac bus.

7 . SLG fault at the rectifier ac bus.

8. 3 phase fault at the rectifier ac bus.

All the ac faults are applied for a duration of 5 cycles. The remote faults at the
inverter a¡e applied as a fault through impedance, the varue of which is equar to the
receiving end ac system impedance.

Note that these faults include both ac and dc with the former being balanced as

well æ unbalanced. Also the ac faults are applied both at the inverter and rectifier ends,

however, more emphasis is placed on the invener faults due to its lowe¡ SCR.
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The simulation is performed for a du¡ation of 1.0 s and the disturbance is
created at 0.1 s, from steady srate conditions.

The following six variabres following each disturbance for each device are
recorded.

1. lnverter commutating bus phase A instantaneous voltage in pu.

2. Inverter commut¿ting bus 3 phase rms voltage in pu.

3. DC current at úe inverter in pu.

4. DC power at the invener in pu.

5. Two appropriate va¡iables for each VCD.

with the aid of the above results, the following parameters a¡e used to assess

the effectiveness of each device:

1 . The instantaneous value of each phase voltage at trre invener commutating

ac bus in pu.

2. The dynamic overvoltage @OV) in pu.

3. DOV duration time in ms.

4. Energy lost by the receiving end ac system in MWs.

5. DC system recovery time in ms.

For the purpose of anarysis and comparison among the disturbances, for each
case the values of the above parameters (2-5) along with information about ramping of
dc current following the fault are also summa¡ized in appropriate tables.

Note that an attempt was made to select the control parameters of the dc system
and the vcD such that the system rccovers satisfactorily following the distu¡bances.
However, the controls are not optimized and therefore this limitation must be taken into
account in the interpretation of the results.

Following points must also be noted regarding distu¡bances and voltage
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measurement technique during analysis of rÊsults:

3.

For the permanent dc block, 50Zo of filter banks ( 100 Mvar) and l00Zo of
fixed shunt capacitors at the invener commutaring bus are switched off
after 6 cycles (100 ms) from the instant of block signal. This switching is
done to assist the VCD in bringing down rhe DOV below rhe set withstand

cwve (Figure 2.1). No such action is iniriated for the other faults. This is

in accordance with the sizing criteria.

For dc line fault, the DOV will be as severe as complete dc block and will
søy for complete fault du¡ation of 12 cycles causing the DOV envelope to

be above the set withstand curve. This is because of the complete loss of
transmission due to monopolar representation, However, in actual bipolar
system its severity would be halved as compared to the complete bipole
block and will not violate the criteria in actual systems. Thus the dc line
fault is only simulated to study the recovery performance and the DOV
violation is ignored in this case.

For receiving end ac faults, the initial DOV, measured by 3 phase rms
meter, following clearance of remote disturbances can be higher than
corresponding close in faults, though the forme¡ may have lower fault
clearing voltages. It is due to averaging of post fault voltages with the

voltages during fault as the meter has a delay of 15 ms. This averaging

reduces the DOV for the aforementioned faults, as the voltages are below
1.0 pu during the fault. This reduction is lower in the case of ¡emote
faults because of higher 3 phase rms values prior to fault clearance as

compared to their close in ones and hence results in higher initia.l DOV.
However, the enor caused due to metering elapses in about 2 cycles of
fault clearing and thereafter rcsults are quite accurate. It may be noted that

there is no such metering delay involved in the measurement of
instantaneous voltages and hence they reflect the true values of the fault
clearing voltages.

l.

7
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2.8 STEADY STATE CÐNDITIONS

The reactive power consumption of an invener depends on four parameters,

viz. the fundamental ac voltage, the fundamental ac current, the extinction angle and the

commutating reactance. For the selected test system, for 1.0 pu load (g10 MW),
extinction angie of 18o and commutating reactance of 0.13 pu, the reactive power
required at the inverter bus is 0.525 pu (425 Mvar).

In steady state, to maintain unity power factor at the inverter bus, as stipulated

in Section 2.2, 0.278 pu (225 Mvar) of reactive power is to be supplied by the VCD
connected at the commutating bus. AC filters supply the remaining reactive power of
0.247 pu (200 Mvar). However, at the rectifier, apart from ac filters (200 Mvar), the

ac source supplies 212 Mvar.

For the test system, the full load power factors as viewed from the commutating

buses into their respective ac systems a¡e 1.0 and 0.97 lagat the inverter and rectifier
respectively. The voltages at the commutating buses a¡e mainøined at 1.0pu before the

disturbance. The power flows at both the converters, before and afte¡ dc block a¡e

shown in Figures 2.16 and 2.17 respectively.
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3.1

Chapter Itr

S YNCHRONOUS COMPENS ATOR

INTRODUCTION

A synchronous compensator (SC) is a zero power running synchronous
machine, used for generation or absorption of reactive power by varying its field
cur¡ent and thereby controlling the ac bus voltage [2,27]. An increase in the field
current f¡om its no load value (i.e. over excited operation) results in the generation of
reactive power, similar to that produced by a shunt capacitor. on the other hand, a

decrease in the field current from its no load value (i.e. under excited operation) results

in reactive power absorption from the system, similar to a shunt reactor.

The addition of a sc at the converter bus results in decreased system impedance

a¡d hence increased ESCR, thus providing voltage stabilizing action especially in the

case of weak ac systems. Funher, it also supplies the reacdve power required by the

converteÍ, thus replacing the shunt capacitors and leading to higher resonant frequency,

which in general is an advantage especially when the ac system is weak.

owing to the aforementioned advantages, the sc has been used in severar hvdc

schemes, e.g. Nelson River, Kingsnonh, Itaipu etc. However, in recent years with the

advances made in the thyristor technology, the thyristor controlled/switched static

compensators, endowed with faster response time, higher reliability and having lower
initial and maintenance cosrs are replacing the SCs [2,2g].

SC SIZING

To limit DOV at the inverrer commutating bus below 1.30 pu following dc

3.2
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block and to maintain unity power facto¡ at the inverter bus at full load, as stipulated in
section 2.3.1, a SC of 130 Mvar (with an absorption limit of - 65 Mvar) connected
through a 230/17 kv,130 MVA, r2vo impeda''ce transformer is required. out of 225
Mvar (0.278 pu) of reactive power required, from the vcD, ar rhe 230 kv bus, the sc
provides about 115 Mvar (0.142 pu) and the remaining 110 Mva¡ (0.136 pu) is
assumed to be supplied by fixed shunt capacirors @c). Figures 3.1 (a) and (b) show
the ¡eactive power supplied by the sc+FC ro the 230 kv bus when the SC is at

maximum production and absorption limits.

J.J SCMODELLING

The sc+FC is represented as subsystem 5 fo¡ simulation purposes as shown in
Figure 3.2.

The sub¡outines MAC100 and scRXrg ava able in EMTDC are used
respectively to represenr the sc and exciter conrrols t291. The SC is modelled by two
axis equadons and takes saturation into account. The machine constants are given in
Appendix A (Table 4.4). The exciter block diagram along with the values of the time
constants is given in Figure 3.3.

3.4 SC RESULTS

Figures 3.4 (a) to (h) are rhe resurts of eight simulated disturbances mentioned
earlier in Secrion 2.7. Each figure consists of the following plots:

1. lnstantaneous value ofphase A voløge at the inverter ac bus in pu.
2. 3-phæe rms voltage @OV) of the invener ac bus in pu.
3 . DC current at the inverter end in pu.

4. DC power at the inverter end in pu.

5. Reactive power supplied by the SC into the inverter ac bus in pu.
6. SC field current in pu.
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From these and sim ar subsequent results the important parameters, e.g. Dov
and its duration, recovery time and energy loss a¡e summa¡ized in Table 3.1. The table
also provides information about ramping of the dc current following the faurt. The
magnitude of the Dov duration and the recovery time, as shown in Figure 3.4 (a) and
(b) are measured according to sections 2,3 and, Z.4.

For permanenr dc block, from Figure 3.4 (a) and Table 3.1, the following
observations a¡e made:

1. The SC of 130 Mva¡ is able to limit the DOV to 1.26 pu (below the sn-rdy

criterion) for the fi¡st 6 cycles, i.e. f¡om 0.1 to 0.2 s due to subtransient

and transient effects as seen from the 3-phase rms voltage at the inverter
bus.

The DOV is also reduced slightly because of the phase shifting of the ac

bus voltages causing the load angle between the machine and the bus to
change from zero degree.

The instantaneous peak value voltages of phases A, B and C at the
inverter bus, following dc block are 1.85, 1.65 and 1.60 pu respectively
fo¡ the frst cycle and then below 1.3 pu from 0.I2 to 0.2 s (i.e. for 5

cycles). Also the harmonic distortion of the voltages is negligible. It is
due to the fact that the SC does not generate harmonics and fwthermore it
increases the resonant frequency of the system to about 150 Hz (due to
less shunt capacitance now being connected) as compared to the other
VCD options, described in later chapters.

Switching off 50Vo (100Mvar) of filters and l00%o (110 Mvar) of FCat
0.2 second, i.e. afte¡ 6 cycles following the dc block, brings down the

DOV to 1.16 pu. However, due to ¡otor swings the DOV increases back
to 1.2 pu at about 0.40 s.

Due to the slow exciter response, the sluggishness of the SC response is

also noticed in that it does not abso¡b reactive power until 0.65 second or

2.

J.

4.

5.
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Fault
tlpe duration

(cycles)

Tabte 3.1

DOV & RECOVERY RESLILTS FOR SC

Rarnp DOV Recovervtype duration peak duration energy 'rLne

loss(ms) (p.u.) (ms) (MW-s) (ms)

DC block

DC line* 12

sl-c (c) 5

3PH(C) s

sLG (R) 5

3PH(R) 5

sLG (C)# 5

3 PH (C)*# 5

Note:

Faulr 200.0

Comm. 150.0

Comm. 150.0

Fault 50.0

Fault 70.0

>900.0

370.0 280.0

00.0 250.0

25.0 300.0

00.0 230.0

00.0 230.0

45.0 120.0

140.0 210.0

1.26

r.26

1.08

1.15

1.10

1.00

1.14

1.26

;;,,
430.0

500.0

415.0

415.0

50.0

350.0

* - power oscillations due to rotor inenia

C - Close-in fault

R - Remote fault

# - Fautt applied at rectifier end
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33 cycles following the block signal. Funher, ar 1.0 second (54 cycles
after dc block) only about 0.3 pu (40 Mvar) of reacrive power is absorbed
by the SC.

6. The Dov duration is greater than 900 ms as the Dov is reduced to only
1.16 pu at 900 ms after the dc block.

For dc line fault, from Figure 3.4 (b) and rable 3.1 the following concrusions
a¡e d¡awn:

,)

1. The instantaneous peak value ofphase A voltage is limited to about 1.40

pu for the first cycle after the fault and then below 1.30 pu for the rest of
the period. The othe¡ two phases show simila¡ response. The DOV is
1.26 pu and is comparable to the dc block case due to monopolar
representation of the dc system as explained earlier in Section 2.7.

To recover from a line fault, dc current was ramped from 0.3 pu to 1.0 pu
in 200 ms resulting in a recovery time of 325.0 ms and energy loss of 2g0

MWs. Shorte¡ ramp durations of 100 ms and 150 ms we¡e ried for faster
recovery but they resulted in commutation failure and delayed recovery.
The 100 ms ramp duration resulted in 800 ms of recovery time and 460
MWs of energy loss whereas the 150 ms ramp also gave g00 ms of
rccovery time and 430 MWs of energy loss. It is believed thar since the

fault was long (12 cycles) the rotor swings produced by the disturbance

delayed the recovery.

For the receiving end close in faults, f¡om the Figures 3.4 (c) and 3.4 (d) the
following conclusions a¡e d¡awn:

1. For SLG fault, the fault clearing voltages are well within criterion with a

peak of 1.3 pu for i cycle only. However the peaks during fault in
unfaulted phase B exceeded 2.0 pu for the positive half cycle and had 3
peaks above 1.30 pu. No such effect was noticed in phase C. The rms
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value did not show these peaks due to averaging of the three phase

voltages.

For 3-phase fault, however, the fault clearing voltages are quite high. The
i¡stantaneous peaks for phase A, B, and C are as high as l.g0 and remain
above 1.2 pu for 6 cycles. The voltages are distorted because of the
presence of harmonics mainly due to in¡ush of magnetizing cunent. This
harmonic distortion causes the delayed recovery as seen from the dc
cuIIent.

The DOVs fo¡ the SLG and 3-phase close in faults a¡e l.0g pu and 1.15

pu respectively. Both are well below the set criterion.

The rotor swinging causes the oscillations in dc power during recovery as

seen from the dc power plots of Figures 3.4 (c) and (d). Oscillations are

more pronounced in the case of SLG fault.

During the recovery, from the receiving end ac faults, the SC supplies
greate¡ than 1.0 pu (130 Mvar) reactive power to support the inverter bus
voltage which falls below 1.0 pu, about 2 cycles (except for 3_phase close
fault about 10 cycles) after the fault clearance.

Fo¡ the ¡emote faults at the receiving end, from Figures 3.4 (e) and (fl the
following observations are made:

The SC was quite effective in limiting the DOV well below the set
criterion. The peaks being 1.10 pu and 1.00 pu for the SLG a¡d the 3_

phase faults respectively.

The instantaneous voltages of phases A, B and C are well below 1.2 pu
for the 3-phase fault and have very few peaks above 1.2 pu during and
following the fault clea¡ance in the unfaulted phases in the case of SLG
fault.

The SC field cur¡ent increases to about 4.0 pu from 2.7 pu to assist the
bus voltage during fault and supplies greate¡ than 1.2 pu (160 Mvar) of
reactive power during dc rccovery. It results in the recovery time of 415
ms and energy loss of 230 MWs for both faults.

2.

4.

J.

1.

2.
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comparing the remote with the close in faults at the invener end it can be seen

that the close in faults have higher fault clearing overvoltages and poor recovery
performance as compared to the remote faults. However, the SLG remote faults result
in higher Dov peak (1. r0 pu) as compared to rhe corresponding crose in fault (1.0g

pu). This is because of 15 ms delay in the metering technique.

For the sending end ac faults, as seen from the Figures 3.4 (g) and 3.4 (h) the
following observations a¡e made:

1. The device was able to limit the instantaneous peaks to 1.3 pu and DOV at

the invener end below the set criterion..

3-phase close in fault resulted in DOV comparable to the dc block and,

delayed recovery due to voltage and power oscillations because of the
rotor swinging of the SC. These oscillations a¡e less pronounced in the

case of the SLG fault.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions summarize the behaviour of the sc of 130 Mvar
along with 110 Mva¡ of FC on the basis of the afo¡ementioned results:

1. The SC is able to control the DOV well below 1.30 pu and the DOV
envelope below the set criterion for all test disturbances except for the dc
line fault.

The severity of the DOV is maximum in the case of dc block, as assumed
in the design criteria.

The SC response is slow and results in high DOV duration (greater than
900 ms) for the dc block, however, har¡nonic distonion of the voltages is
negligible.

)

2.
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4. For other disturbances simulated, the SC is effecrive in limiting the faulr
clearing overvoltages following receiving end faults. However, for the

case of unbalanced faults at the receiving end, a few high instantaneous

peaks were observed in the unfaulted phases during the fault.

The recovery of the system is satisfactory from all the test disturbances.

The minimum and maximum recovery dme being 50 ms for the SLG fault
at rectifier and 500 ms for the 3-phase close fault at the inverter.
Similarly, energy loss limirs a¡e 120 MWs for the SLG fault at the rectifier
and 300 MWs for the 3-phase fault at the invene¡.

Recovery following the dc line or the sending end ac faults is delayed due

to voltage and power oscillations resulting from the rotor swings.

5.

6,
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4.1

Chapter IV

TITYRISTOR CONTROLLED REACTOR

INTRODUCTION

A Thyristor controrled Reactor (TCR) consists of a linear ¡eactor in series with
anti-parallel connected thyristors 12,27,29,301. The reactor current is continuously
controlled by changing the fring angle of the thyristors. The TCR generates harmonics

due to its phase angle control. The magnitude and order of harmonics depend upon the

configuration (6 pulse or 12 pulse) and the firing angle ofTCR.

The TCR has faster response, higher reliability and rower maintenance and
capital costs compared to the sc. In combination with fixed capacitors (FC) or
thyristor switched capacitors (TSC), TCR is used to correct flicker due to arc fumaces

[31] and to improve the system stability [32, 33,34,351. Even though the apprication

of rcR in combination with other vcDs wæ proposed for hvdc applications in the pæt

12,3, l0l, only recently a scheme comprising the TCR in parallel with TSC was
implemented at the chateauguay back-to-back hvdc scheme I14, 151. Application of
the TCR at the converte¡ bus needs ca¡eful coordination between the TCR conuols and

the hvdc confols. There is very little published information on the effectiveness of
TCR in controlling the DOV and on the dc recovery following a disturbance.

4.2 TCR SIZING

As mentioned in Section 2.8, 225 Mvar (0.27g pu) of reactive power should be
produced by the vcD to maintain unity power factor at the inverte¡ ac bus when the

inverte¡ delivers 810 Mw (1.0pu). Fo¡ the TCR case the add.itional 45 Mva¡ a¡e added

to compensate quasi-steady-state voltage swings. This sets the maximum reactive
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power supplied by the FC to 270 Mva¡. AC filte¡s, connected at the inverter bus, as

stated earlier, supply 200 Mvar (0.247 pu).

The TCR in pararler with the FC is connected to the 230 kv invefier
commuraring bus through a step down rransformer (230/13.9 kv). A FC of 241.55
Mva¡ at 13.8 kv connected to the low voltage side of the 270 Mv A, l2vo imped,ance,

230113 '8 kv transformer produces 270 Mvar at the 230 kv inverter bus, when rhe TCR
is fully off. Note that for this case, the FC is operating at 1.12 pu (15.5 kv) vortage.

The minimum Mvar production or the maximum absorption limit of the
TCR+FC, to limit the Dov below 1.3 pu following the dc block, based on the section
2.2,has ro be 85 Mvar. This ¡esulrs in a control range of +270 to +g5 Mvar at the 230
kV commutating bus.

A fully on TCR of 160.0 Mva¡ at 13.g kv is required in combination with the
247.5 Mvar 13.8 kV FC to produce 85 Mvar at the 230 kV bus. Figures 4.1 (a) and
(b) show the reactive power supplied by the TCR+FC to the 230 kv inverter bus when
the TCR is fully off and on respectively. The losses through the transformer and the

operating voltages on the low voltage side a¡e also indicated in the same figures.

At steady state, to maintain 1.0 pu invener bus voltage at rated current and unity
power factor (looking into the ac system), 25vo of the TCR will be on ro compensate

fo¡ the 45 Mvar of additional capacitors installed to minimize the inverter bus voltage
swings.

4.3 TCR CONTROI.S

For Dov control at the commutating bus, the vortages of all three phases are

controlled simultaneously based on the average value of the three phase rms voltage

t28 ' 361. The details of the voltage measuring circuit developed as subroutine
VMEA35 by author, is shown in Figure 4.2 (a). The three phase bus voltages are
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measured, and are rectified by a 12 pulse bridge rectifier. The rectified voltage is
filtered to remove ripple and to avoid detection asymmeries in the network voltage or
transients occuring in the network. A second o¡der low pass filter with a cut off
frequency of 720 Hz and notch filærs for 60 Hz and,120Hz are employed.

The monito¡ed filtered voltage 'vrms', obtained from the voltage measuring

ci¡cuit, is modified by introducing a droop on 3vo (Kd). This is obtained by summing a

signal from the device cunent in such a way that it decreases or increases the measured

voltage for leading or lagging currenr respectively. The v-e characteristic taking this
droop into account is given in Figure 4.2 (b). The complete block diagram of rcR
controls [36] incorporating the droop loop and other controls is shown in Figure 4.2
(c). As seen the modified measured voltage 'vmeas' is compared with the refe¡ence

value and the voltage error signal is passed through a proponional-integral controller.
Its gain (Kp) is optimized for the smallest expected network short circuit power, so that
it preserves stability for all probable network operating cond.itions [37]. For scR of
1.5' the selected values of the gain consta¡t (Kp) and the integrator time constant are -

2.50 and 4.2 ms respectively.

The regulator output is passed through the rinearize¡ to derive a linear
relationship between the susceptance and rcR firing angle. The control system also

contains a synchronizing unit, which ensures the exact timing of the trigger pulses to
the thyristors.

4.4 TCRMODELLING

The passive elements and network interconnections of rcR+FC are specified in
data file for subsystem 5. Its th¡ee phase representation is shown in Figure 4.3.

Due to rhe unavailability of a sub¡outine to represent the TCR in EMTDC, the

author developed and validated the sub¡outine TCRFC to simulate the dynamics of
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TCR+FC for electromagnetic transient studies [49]. This subroutine is now used
commercialy with EMTDC [47] and utilizes the compensator bus voltage to calculate
the reactive cunent, which in turn is injected back into the compensator bus. This
technique allows the device to be modelled as a sepa¡ate subsystem, leading to smaller
matrix operations and less computation time. Note that interfacing of rcR, as a
separate subsystem, with EMTDC was a difficult task as it led to numerical instability
for any sudden change in the bus voltage. Finally, by adding a high resistance to
ground, a technique simi]ar to that described in [24] was developed and inco¡porated.

The salient feanues of the subroutine are:

1.

)

4.

The filtering of monito¡ed voltage with appropriate notch filters ro
minimize ripples cause.d due to transients without inuoducing much delay.
Introduction of d¡oop loop to prevent hunting of TCR.

Dynamic changing of rating of the device, droop (Kd) and gain constant
(Kp) without changing passive network elements.

Accu¡ate linearization of the nonlinear reration between susceptance and

firing angle using 4 segments.

5. Reliable synchronizing unir for accurate firing of thyristors during
distorted voltages.

6. Representation of the device as a separate subsystem, leading to sma-ller

matrix operations and less computation time.

7 ' Incorporation of voltage control strategies, e.g. switching it fully oN for
unbalanced ac faurts to minimize overvortages in the unfaulty phases

during fault, switching it fully ON during 3 phase close in fault to
minimize fault clearing overvoltages.

4.5 TCR RESULTS

Figures 4.4 (a) to (h) show the resulrs of eight simulated disturbances selected
earlier. Each figure consists of the following plots:
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1 . Instantaneous value of voltage (pu) of phase A at the invener ac bus.
2. 3 phase rms voltage (DOV) ar the inverter ac bus in pu.

3. DC current (pu) at the invener end.

4. DC power (pu) ar rhe inverrer end

5. TCR phase current.

Figures 4.4 (c) and 4.4 (d) also contain reacdve power supplied by the
TCR+FC into the ac commutating inverter ac bus. Table 4.1 summarizes the ¡esults of
disturbances providing information about ramping of dc cur¡ent following fault, peak

DOV, DOV duration, energy loss and recovery time.

For permanenr dc block, from Figure 4.4 (a) and table 4.1, the following
observations a¡e made:

1. TCR of 160 Mvar is able to conrrol the DOV peak (3 phase rms voltage)
to 1.30 pu for the dc btock for 6 cycles, i.e. from 0.1 to 0.2 sec. bv
forcing it fully on as se€n from the TCR phase cunent.

Though the DOV is limited to 1.3 pu, rhe insrantaneous value of voltage
of phase A at the inverter bus has higher peaks than 1.30 pu from 0.1 to
0.2 seconds (6 cycles) because of the superposition of harmonic
overvoltages on the fundamental voltage caused not only by transformer
saturation but also by the TCR itself.

The superposition of the harmonic voltage on the fundamenta.l ¡esults in
different severity on diffe¡ent phases. phase C is effected the most and
phase B the leasr. The highest peaks forphase A, B, and C are 1.7, 1.6,

and 1.9 pu respectively.

The presence of ha¡monics also causes dc offset as seen from phase

current of the TCR. This dc offset along with the second ha¡monic
voltages, produced due to satu¡ation of the transformers, generate 60 Hz
ripple in the DOV measu¡ement.

')

-1-

4.
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Fault

Table 4.1

DOV & RECOVERY RESIILTS FOR TCR

Rarnp DOV
type duration peak duration

(ms) (p.u.) (ms)

Recovery
energy tirne

loss
(MW-s) (ms)

type du¡ation

(cycles)

DC block

DCIine 12

sLG (C) s

3PH(C) 5

sl-c (R) 5

3PH(R) 5

sLG (C)# 5

3 PH (c)# 5

Note:

Fault 150.0

Fault 150.0

Fault. 150.0

Fault. 150.0

Fault 150.0

Fault 150.0

Fault 150.0

noo ;;;.,
310.0 480.0

310.0 430.0

260.0 350.0

270.0 380.0

120.0 100.0

130.0 140.0

1.30

1.29

1.03

1.09

t.22

1.15

1.20

t.24

100.0

300.0

00.0

00.0

45.0

2s.0

100.0

160.0

C - Close-in fault

R - Remote Fault

# - Fault ap¡:iied at rectiher end
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5. At 0.2 second, tripping 270 Mvar of shunt capacitors assisted the TCR to
bring down the DOV to 1.06 pu. Note thar 507o of ac filters were not
switched off.

For dc line faurt, from Figure 4.4 (b), it can be noted that the inve¡ter bus
voltages during fault are quite simi.lar to that of dc block, and is simulated only to study
the recovery of the system which can be seen from the dc current and power plots. The
sysrem recovers in only 135 ms with the ramp duration of 150 ms. The energy loss in
the system is 230 MWs. Note from the TCR phase current that the reactive power
supplied by the device is varying to maintain the bus voløge to 1.0 pu.

For the receiving end ac faults given in Figures 4.4 (c) to (f), following
observations a¡e made:

t. The instantaneous peaks of voltages for a[ three phases at the inverter ac

bus a¡e above 1.40 following the fault clearing. Also for few cases they
are as high as 1.7 pu. This is due ro the superposition of the harmonics

on the fundamental voltages.

The TCR did not limit these insrantaneous peaks because the DOV is
above 1.0 pu for a very short duration (2-5 cycles) and TCR is just
partially on for that period as can be seen from the TCR phase current.
However, it should be noted that TCR controls a¡e overridden for close in
faults and is forced fully on to minimize the fault clearing overvoltages.

The DOV of the invener bus for all ac disturbances during the faulr period
is well below 1.0 pu. However, the instantaneous voltages in the
unfaulted phases during SLG remote fault are limited (1.20 to 1.40 pu).

It should be noted here that the TCR was forced fully on for SLG close in
fault for this du¡ation and overvoltages in the remaining two phases are

less severe as compared to its corresponding remote fault.

Since the DOV at the receiving end ac bus goes below or equal to the
steady state value in about 50-100 ms following the fault clearing, the

5.
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TCR is completely off as seen from the TCR phase currect. Thereafter
TCR is ineffective in assisting the recovery. TCR+FC combination now
wo¡ks as a fixed capacitor. Also, note from the dc cunent and dc power
plots and rable 4.1 that the recovery time and energy loss is less fo¡ the

remote faults (350 to 380 ms &.260 to 270lvly,/s) than close in faults (430

to 480 ms & 310 MWs).

In rhe case of rectifier end faults, the TCR is fuly on during the fault and the
post fault period from 0.1 to 0.35 second i.e. for 13 to 15 cycles to limit the Dov to
1.20 and 7.24 pu for sLG and 3 phase faults respectively as seen from Figures 4.4 (g)
and (h).

comparing the sending end and receiving end faurts, it is found that during the
fault the insta¡taneous values and Dov at the inverter bus are high for the former
faults, as they result in partial or complete load rejection. However, distortion and fault
clearing voltages are higher in the case of receiving end faults due to the magnetizing
inrush current in transformer and the commutation failu¡es.

Note that the energy loss and recovery time are fa¡ ress for ¡ectifie¡ ac faurts and
dc line faults as compared to inverter end ac faults. The ¡eason fo¡ faster recovery and
less energy loss for the former faults is the availability for balanced and less distoned ac

voltages at the inverter bus. The extremes of energy ross and recovery times being
120.0 MWs (sLG ctose in fault at rectifier) - 3r0.0 MWs (3 phase close in fault at
inverter) and 100.0 ms (sLG close in fault at rectifier) - 4g0.0 ms (SLG close in fault at
inverter) respectively.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

The results of vcD comprising of rcR of i60 Mva¡ in combination with 270
Mvar of FC, a¡e concluded as the following:
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2.

J.

1. The TCR is able to limir the DOV (3 phase rms voltage) below the set

criterion fo¡ all test disturbances.

The TCR is not effective in rninimizing the harmonic voltages as seen

from the dc block and receiving end ac fault tests. Actually, the TCR
amplifies harmonics as it itself generates them.

The device was able to minimize high instantaneous peaks occuring in
unfaulted phases at the inverte¡ ac bus during close in SLG fault at the

receiving end. It is done by forcing the TCR to be fully on during the

disturbance.

The recovery of the dc system following a disturbance is satisfactory for
all the ac and dc disrurbances, with minimum and maximum recovery time

being 100.0 ms for the SLG close in fault at rectifie¡ and 4g0.0 ms for
SLG close in fault at the inverter. Similarly the energy loss limits a¡e

120.0 MWs for the SLG fault at rectifier and 310.0 MWs for the 3-phase

close in fault at the inverter.

TCR is not very effective in assisting the dc recovery for receiving end ac

faults. No such conclusion could be arrived at for other faults.

4.

5.
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Chapter V

TFryRISTOR SWTICHED CAPACMOR

INTRODUCTION

A thyristor switched capacitor (TSC) consists of a capacitor in series with anti-
parallel connected thyristors as switching elements Í2,27,29,301. since ¡eacrive
power of the capacitor cannot be varied by varying the firing angle of the thyristors,
on-off control is used to control the ac voltage at the converter bus. In other words, the

capacitor is eithe¡ switched on or off to vary the reactive power supply in d.iscrete steps.

This discrete nature ofrsc makes it different from the devices discussed so fa¡ viz. sc
& TcR, as both of these provide continuous control. A number of rscs usually of
equal rating a¡e connected in parallel to limit the step change in voltage due to TSC
switching.

The TSC' apart from anti-paraller thyristors and capacitor, also consists of a
small series reactance to reduce the rate of change of in¡ush current through the
capacitor to protect the thy¡isto¡ valves and to prevent resonance with the network. As
used in this study, often this is achieved by connecting transformer leakage reactance.

The TSC is superior to breaker switched capacitor due to its rast (L/2 cycre
compared to 3 ll2 cycle by breaker) and transiençfree switching operation. The TSC,
similar in concept to the TcR, is static in nature. Its application results in faster
response' higher reliability and lower capital and maintenance costs as compared to sc.
Fu¡the¡, it gene¡ates no harmonics.

A TSC is implemented either alone t3g, 391 with large number of them put in
parallel to reduce the step size or in combination with a TCR to have continuous control

[27,28]. Both t]?es have been in use for a long time in industriar applications to
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minimize voltage flicker caused by loads like arc furnaces, rolling mills elc. [27,2g,
31,32,381and in EHV ac transmission to increase the system stability margins [2g,
29,32' 34' 391. However, it is only recenrry that a TSC in combination with a TCR
was implemented at the Chateauguay back to back hvdc scheme t14, l5l.

5.2 TSC SIZING

As per section 2.2.7. of the sizing criterion, 225 Mvar (0.27g pu) of reactive
power at 230 kv has to be generated by TSC+FC to maintain unity power factor at the

invener bus iooking into the ac system at 810 Mw (1.0 pu) converter ioad. This sets

the maximum Mvar production limir of rsc+Fc. To limir Dov below 1.3 pu between

2 to 6 cycles following dc block as sripulated in section 2.2, 140 Mvar (0.173 pu) of
capacitors a¡e needed to be switched off in less than 2 cycles. This determines the size

of rsc to 140 Mvar (0.173 pu) and fixed capacitors to g5 Mvar (0.105 pu) at 230 kv.
This results in a control range of +225 to +85 Mva¡ at the 230 kv commutating bus. It
is assumed rhat the 85 Mvar fixed capacitors a¡e connected di¡ectly to the 230 kv bus.

A TSC of 125.0 Mvar (0.154 pu) at r3.8 kv connected to the low voløge side of a r40
MVA, 230/13.8 kY,l2vo impedance sta¡ delta transformer produces 140 Mvar at full
load at the 230 kv bus. It may be noted that when it is conducting the TSC is operating
at 15.5 kV (1.12 pu). Figure 5.1 (a) and (b) show the reactive power supply by the
TSC+FC to the 230 kV invener bus when TSC is on and off.

The selection of number of rSC banks (N) is dictated by the permissible step

change in voltage due to switching, which is approximately given by:

ÂU = change in bus voltage in pu
Sf = the effective fault level in MVA at the bus

ÂQ = th¡ee phase capacitor step change in Mvar

ou=#
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For the assumed maximum allowable voltage variation or 2.5vo at rhe inverter
bus with an effective fault level of 990 MVA, a maximum ba¡Í size of 24.75 Mvar is
permitted. This ¡esults in 6 TSC banks each of 23.3 Mvar connected in parallel to a
total of 140 Mva¡ at 13.8 kV.

Study of TSC is done in two parts:

I . N=l; here TSC is switched off only following the dc block and swirching

is not permitted following the fault clearing.

2. N=6; here TSCs a¡e allowed to switch off or on as per the system

demand.

5.3 TSC CONTROLS

simila¡ to TCR the controlled va¡iable is the average value of 12 pulse recdfied

3 phase bus voltages and is measured using VMEA35 @ig. 4.2a).

The detailed block diagram of rsc controls [39] incorporating vMEA35 is

shown in Figure 5.2a. Here, the 'vrms' the controlled variable from vMEA35 is

modified with droop loop and then compared with the reference voltage. However,
note that the droop Kd is assumed to be zero for this study. The enor signal is passed

through a delay and deadzone with hysteresis to avoid hunting because of the discrete

natu¡e of the TSC. The PI regulator gives the desired pu susceptance, which in turn
commands the number of rscs to be switched on or off. For the ac system strength
(SCR = 1.5), the selected value of deadzone is l.SVo, and the gain constant kp is
0.387.
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switching off of capacitor banks is performed by suppressing the firing signal

to the thyristors so that the thyristors will block as soon as the current becomes zero.

switching on of capacitor banks is done when the network voltage is at its maximum or
minimum value and is of the same polarity as the capacitor voltage. This results in
practically transient free switching operation [27,40]. Thus there could be a maximum
of one cycle delay in the switching on of the capacitor banks. The Sampling and

Holding block performs the above described switching operarions. It is possible that
the polarity of the network voltage could match with that of the standby capacitors in
about half a cycle but due to the random nature of the capacitor switching off, a

pessimistic approach is taken and it is assumed that the capacitors a¡e switched on at the

second peak of the network voltage following demand.

5.4 TSCMODELLING

simila¡ to TcR+Fc, the TSC+FC network interconnections and passive

elements are specifred as the data for subsystem 5. The three phase representation of
TSC+FC is shown in Fig. 5.3.

similar to TCR case, due to the unavailability of a subroutine to represent the
TSC in EMTDC the author had developed the subroutine Tscl10 to simulate the

dynamics of rsc+FC for electromagnetic rransient studies [49]. As well, a subroutine
svc165 combining TCRFC and rscl10 has been developed by the author for the
electromagnetic transient studies using EMTDC. Note that development of rSC model
in electromagnetic transient domain was difficult because of the lack of information
available on TSC controls, in particular about the deadzone and sample and hotd block.
The author, in discussion with experienced persons, was finally able to develop a good

model. These models are now used commerically with EMTDC [42].

The salient features of the TSC1 10 subroutine are:
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I . Switch on a capacitor bank with minimum transients.

2. Switch off all TSCs if the 3 phase rms voltage is less than 0.4 pu so that
fault clearing overvoltages a¡e limited.

3 . Switch off all TSCs if the DOV is greater than 1.15 pu.

4. Switch off all TSCs following a close in SLG fault to minimize
overvoltages in unfaulted phases and to avoid imbalanced charging of
capacitors leading to poor recovery.

5. Switch on time of TSC can be varied as an integral multiple of half a

cycle. This enables studying the system performance for diffe¡enr TSC
response times.

6. Enables modelling of N equally rated TSCs wirhout recourse to 3 N
number of branches. This feature reduces storage and computation time.

7. Dynamic changing of device rating droop (Kd), and gain constant (Kp)
without changing passive network elements.

8. Representation of device as a separate subsystem, leading to smaller
matrix and less computation time.

TSC RESULTS

The effectiveness of TSC in conrolling DOV and in aid.ing dc recovery
following distu¡bances was studied by the application of the earlier described eight
faults' The pertinent plots for the case of single TSC bank a¡e given in Figure 5.4 and

the conesponding results are summarized in Table 5.1 similarly fo¡ the case of six
TSC banks of totat 140 Mvar a¡e given in Figure 5.5 and rable 5.2. The results for
both cases are desc¡ibed below. In addition to the ac and dc system parameters

described ea¡lier in section 2.7, the number of conducting TSCs and the TSC phase

current are also shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.

5.5
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5.5.1 Single-Step TSC Bank

The results pertaining to the single TSC ba¡rk simuration are given in Figures

5.4(a) to (h) and the summarized values a¡e given in Table 5.1. some imponant
observations are:

For permanenr dc block case the 140 Mva¡ of rsc is switched off due to its
control acrion in about 1 cycle from the initiarion of block signal. The Dov is limited to
1.29 pu for the fi¡st 6 cycles and was brought down to abour 1.12 pu due to switching
off 85 Mva¡ (1.0 pu) of fixed shunr capacitors and 100 Mvar (0.5 pu) of filter banks at

0.2 s.

switching on a 140 Mvar capacitor bank would cause 107o change in the ac bus

voltage, which is considered to be fa¡ in excess of permissible voltage change due to
capacitor switching. Hence, for all faults except the dc block, the TSC was oN during
and after the fault application. For all these faults the resulting Dov is above 1.3 pu

attaining as much as 1.39 pu as shown in Table 5.1. The instantaneous values of
voltages reach as much as 2.4 pu in some cases. The high values of voltages are

attributed to the presence ofTSC bank connected to the system all the time.

Even though the resulting Dov exceeded the set criterion, it must be noted that
the dc system recovers from all the faults. The recovery time varied from about 130 ms

for the dc line fault to 600 ms for the inverter end sLG close in fault. It is expected that
the recovery time could be reduced to below 500 ms by proper coordination of the
control parameters, at least in the case of inverter end close in ac faults.

The single-step TSC bank case

violation of the voltage criterion during

5.4 and Table 5.1.

was not investigated in great detail due to its

faults, however, all results are given in Figure
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Table 5.1

DOV & RECOVERY RESTILTS FOR TSC

(|Iumber of TSC = 1)

Fault Ramp DOV Recovervtype duration type du¡ation peak duration energy d1*
loss(cycles) (ms) (p.u.) (ms) (MW_s) (ms)

DC block r.29 100.0
DC line 12 Fault 150.0 t.39 360.0 260.0 150.0
SLG (C)x 5 Fault 200.0 1.34 25+60 410.0 600.0
3 PH (C) 5 Fault 150.0 1.31 75.0 340.0 520.0
SLG (R) 5 Fault 150.0 r.39 80.0 ZgO.0 3s0.0
3 PH (R) 5 Fautt 200.0 1.39 ?0.0 290.0 380.0
SLG (C)# 5 Fault 200.0 1.31 250.0 140.0 150.0
3 PH (C)# 5 Fault 200.0 t.3g 280.0 150.0 160.0

Note:
* - Recovery can be improved by optimized dc controls
C - Close-in fault
R - Remote fault
# - Fault applied at rectifier end
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5.5.2 Six TSC Banks

As shown in Figure 5.5 (a) and rabre 5.2, for the case of permanenr dc block
the Dov following brock signal is limited to 1.29 pu for a duration of 6 cycles.
observe from the plots of rsc phase currents and number of rSCs conducting, the
TSC banks are switched off in about i cycle from the initiation of block signal.
switching off of the TSC banks without producing any harmonics unlike TCR reduces

harmonic distortion as indicated by the instantaneous voltage plots. The voltage was

brought down to 1.12 pu at 0.2 s due to switching off of g5 Mvar fixed capacitor and

100 Mva¡ filter banks and maintains the DOV within the set crirerion.

The dc line fault ât inverter end ¡esults in Dov of 1.29 pu for about 12 cycles.
Following the fault removal the system tries to recover. However, commutation failu¡e
with accompanying oscillations resurted in delayed recovery as shown in Figure 5.5(b).
By tuning dc controls and adjusting the ramp durations it is envisaged to speed up the

dc recovery. It is worth noting from the TSC phase current and numbe¡ of rscs
conducting plots shown in Figure 5.5 (b) thar the TSC follows system reactive power
demand in less than about 2 cycles. Tuning the dc controls courd possibly reduce the

recovery time to about 350 ms.

For the case of ac faurts both at rectifier and inverter, the Dov is below 1.2g pu

and for a maximum duration of 120 ms, hence lies well below the set criterion. The
TSC controls were adjusted such that for the close in 3 phase and sLG faults at the
inverter, the TSC was switched off during fault to ¡educe the post fault voltage step.

For sLG fault at the inverter, the rms voltage during fault goes to a varue of 0.4 pu.
The instantaneous voltages of the faulted phase ¡emains at zero value during the fault,
while the voltages of the unfaulted phases rise to about 1.2 pu. The post fault
instantaneous voltage of the faulted phase shown in Figure 5.5 (c) reaches a value of
about 1.8 pu and high values persist on all three phases for about 4 cycles after the fault
removal. It may be noted that during this period the TSC was off. similarly for the

case of 3 phase close in fault at the inverter end, the post fault instantaneous voltages
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Fault
type duration

(cycles)

Table 5.2

DOV & RECOVERY RESI]LTS FOR TSC

(Number of TSC = 6)

type
Rarnp DOV

du¡ation peak duration

(ms) (p.u.) (ms)

Recovery
energy time

loss
(MV/-s) lms)

DC block
DC Line*

sLG (C)

3 PH (c)
sLG (R)

3 PH (R)

sLG (C)#*

3 PH (C)#

Fault 200.0
Fault 200.0
Fault 200.0
Fault 200.0
Fault 200.0
Fault 200.0

Fault 200.0

t.29 100.0

1.28 320+50.0
r.23 50.0
t.24 45.0

r.28 60.0
r.26 50.0
1.26 50+50.0

1.28 110.0

480.0 600.0
280.0 450.0

300.0 470.0

240.0 355.0
290.0 390.0
250.0 390.0

150.0 170.0

t2
5

5

5

5

5

5

Note:
* - Recovery can be improved by optimized dc controls
C - Close-in fault
R - Remote fault
# - Fault applied at rectifier end
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rise to abour 2.25 pu as shown in Figure 5.5 (d). In rhis case, as well the high
instantaneous voltages exist for about 4 cycles from the instant of the fault removal.
The high voltages during post fault period are att¡ibuted to delayed ¡ecovery.

For the case of remore ac faults both 3-phase and SLG, the TSC is fully
conducting during fault as shown in Figues 5.5 (e) and (Ð. The rms vortages during
fault a¡e depressed to about 0.5 pu for both cases. The instantaneous voltages for the
case of 3 phase fault reach as much as 0.g pu due to superimposed harmonics during
the fault. However, due to delayed recovery, the rms voltage reaches a varue of about
1.26 pu and the instantaneous values rise to about 1.6 pu following fault removal. The
post fault phenomena is simila¡ for the remote sLG fault as we[. The presence of rSC
coupled with the fixed capacitor and filter banks fo¡ces the post fault voltages to high
values especially when the inverte¡ is not consuming any reactive power in both cases.

For the case of rsc also, the rms values for the remote ac faults (3-phase and
sLG) are higher than the corresponding crose in faults. An expranation of this
discrepancy is given in Section 2.7.

The plots corresponding to the rectifier side close in ac faurts are given in
Figures 5.5. (g) and (h). The 3 phase fault is similar to the dc block case as viewed
from the inverte¡ end ac system and in fact the Dov and instantaneous voltages aftest to
this. The Dov reaches to about r.2g pu similar to the dc block case. The TSC due to
control action switches off in less than 2 cycles. In the case ofSLG fault at the rectifier
there is cenain amount of dc power across the link and this limits the Dov at the
inverte¡ to about 1.21 pu. The rise in inverter ac vortage switches off the TSC during
fault. It may be noted from Figure 5.5 (g) that due to spurious commutation failure
after fault ¡emoval the dc current goes row due to inidation of commutation failure ramp
which causes overvoltages and hence switching off of the TSC. However, it is felt that
the above phenomenon can be avoided with better tuned dc contrors, as shown latter in
Chapter 10.
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For the faults simurated, the resurting Dov values lie well below the criterion
curve, thus the TSC+FC combination meets the DOV requirement.

The energy loss by the receiving end ac system and recovery time a¡e given in
Table 5.2. From the dc currenr and power plots in Figures 5.5 (b) to (h) it is evident
that the¡e is scope for improving the dc system recovery after fault ¡emoval by tuning
the controls. This is especially true for the case of dc line fault and sLG fault at

¡ectifier.

The recovery time va¡ies from about 170 to 600 ms, depending upon the faurt.
It is wonh noting that during post fault period once the system started recovering after
the initial recovery problems, the response is very similar for all faults. The fast
response of the TSC kept pace with the reactive power demand during the recovery
period.

5.6 CONCLUSIONS

The results of vcD comprising of rsc of 140 Mva¡ with g5 Mva¡ of FC a¡e

concluded as the following:

5.

For the single step TSC bank, though the system could recover well
following disturbances, the DOV criterion is violated.

For the six TSC banks, TSC is able to limit the DOV below the set

criterion for all the test distu¡bances.

Simila¡ to TCR, the TSC also is effective in limiting rhe overvoltages on

the unfaulted phases during the faults at the inverter bus.

The effect of harmonics is found to be insignificant in this case because

the ¡emoval of TSC banks increases the resonant frequency of the system.

Satisfactory dc recovery can be achieved following all the test

disturbances.

2.

J.
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Chapter VI

METALO)flDE VARISTOR

6.1 INTRODUCTION

use of metal oxide va¡istor (Mov) to rimit overvortage due to switching surges

is widely known. However, its application to limit Dov at the converter bus of hvdc

terminals has been recent. It has been applied at the following two of western A¡ea
Power Adminisration's 200 MW back to back dc stations [12]:

1. Miles city, Montana (in service Feb. 19g5)

2. Sidney, Neb¡aska (in service Jan. 1987)

Installation of Movs wilr also be employed for euebec - New England hvdc
project at the Comerford ærminal ts7l.

The use of MOV ¡ather than other VCDs offers substantial cost savings, in
panicular with dc converters associated with weak ac systems. Before publication of
our papers [50, 52] no results had been published about the behaviour of Movs with
fixed shunt capacitors regarding ac voltage control at the converter bus and dc recovery
following various distrubances.

since our publication considerable interest has been generated among the

industries to publish their findings. A recent publication [54] in CIGRE symposium is

an example. However, the GIGRE paper presents limited application of Mov only at
(sidney) back-to-back converter station and contains very few results. Also, the
operating sequence for the Mov (called as overvoltage limiter in the paper) brings the

Mov effective by switching it in only afte¡ 100 ms, which is considered too slow for
our investigation.
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state-of-the-art surge a.'esters basically consist of a series stack of highry non-
linear metal oxide (i.e. zinc oxide) valve elements enciosed within porcelain housings

[41]. They are now normally made without gaps although some makes did utilize non-

current-limiting gaps when they were fust inroduced.

consequently, it is possible to parallel stacks of arresters in order to enhance

energy absorption capability.

6.2 MOV SIZING

One of the critical factors in applying an MOV to a system is the maximum
continous voltage (MCV). This is because there are no gaps to prevent the flow of
leakage current even when no suges a¡e pr€sent. For conventional application to a 230

kv system, one would expect to use an alrester rated at least lg0 kv rms which has a

MCV capability corresponding to 245 kv L-L allowing for a system MCV of about
1.07 pu. However, such an arrestor has a protective level in the order of 2.0 pu of
nominal system voluge whereas for this application a protective level of about 1.3 pu is

required.

A protecrive level of 1.3 pu on the other hand is provided by a Mov rated at

about 132 kv rms which has a MCV capability corresponding ro r45 kv L-L or only
about 0.63 pu. consequently, a conventional Mov cannot be used for timiting Dovs
as required here but a special design for this application is considered quite feasible.

One possible design would utilize a 180 kV MOV with a gap that could bypass

about 27 vo of the valve element immediately following overvoltage as shown in the

Figure .6.1 and desc¡ibed in section 6.4. This would result in a vcD that behaves like
a 180 kv Mov during steady state and like a 132 ky Mov during an overvoltage,

thereby limiting the Dov to 1.3 pu of system as required. other possibilities, e.g.

using back to back thyriston erc., are discussed fu¡ther in our paper [50].
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Another limitation on Movs is energy absorption, with a single column device
capable of dissipating abut 7.2 kJ per kv of rating. This corresponds to about 950 kJ
for an arestor ¡ated at 132 kv. Hand calculations, later verified by simulation,
determine that for this application, 15 MJ per phase has to be dissipated in o¡der to
conrol the Dov according to the withstand criterion, hence ind.icating that paraltelirg of
metal oxide columns will be required

225 Mvar of FC is necessa¡y in parallel with the Mov to supply desired Mvar
to the inverter at full load to maintain unity power factor at the invener bus as govemed

by Section 2.2.1.

MOVMODELLING

The ZNO subroutine, available in EMTDC was validated and is used to
represent the Movs connected between phase and ground. Note that author had to
spend considerable time in understanding and debugging the model befo¡e it could be

finally used. The subroutine, from the supplied v-I characteristic of the ¿urester,

outputs energy absorbed in it. A typicat v-I characteristic for a Mov as shown in
Figure 6.2 [41], is used in the simulations to rcprcsent the "transient characteristic" of
the MOV. Figure 6.3 gives the 3 phase representation of the MOV+FC.

6.3
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6.4 MOV RESIILTS

The results corresponding to Mov in rimiting Dov and assisting dc recovery
are given in Figures 6.4 (a) to (h). In addition to the dc and ac parameters as mentioned

in Section 2.7, the figure contains plots ofthe following arrester pa¡ameters.

Arrester curreny'phase in kA.

Energy absorbed by arresterþhase in MJ.

The summarized values of DOV and recovery are given in Table 6.1. The

energy absorbed by the MOV for the simulated faults are given in Table 6.2.

some trial-and-error was involved in arriving at the required combination of
a¡¡ester cha¡acteristic to limit Dov, and the number of parallel columns to discharge the

attendant energies. This is because increasing the number of columns affects the
protective level somewhat.

The initial guess, based on hand-calculations, was 14 columns of 144 ky
aûester characteristics and the faults were simulated with this, yielding energies shown

in Table 6.2.

The 14 column, 144 kV MOV allowed the DOV to rise to 1.33, slightly above

criterion, so that the dc block simulation was repeated with a l9 column, 132 kv Mov.
This held Dov to the required level of 1.3 pu. as shown in figure 6.4 (a), hence the

plots in figure 6.4 and the results in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 correspond to 132 kv, 19

column for dc block a¡d l44kV,14 column for rest of the faults.

With refe¡ence to Section 6.2, the MOV device, envisioned for the DOV
control, might have a controlled gap to limit steady state leakage currents, giving the

device a v-I characteristic of about a 180 kv Mov when no overvoltages are present.

For the purpose of the simulations, however, such a gap was not modelled and only the

1.

)
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Table 6.1

DOV & RECOVERY RESULTS FOR MOV

(14 columns of 144 kV¡

Fault Ramp DOV Recoverytype duration type duration peak duration energy d""
loss(cycles) (ms) (p.u.) (mÐ (MW_s) (ms)

DC block* 1.30 100.0
DC linex* 12 Fault 150.0 1.30 370.0 300.0 335.0
SLG (C) 5 Fault 200.0 1.18 35.0 340.0 440.0
3 PH (C) 5 Fault 200.0 1.00 00.0 370.0 520.0
SLG (R) 5 Fault 100.0 t.l8 35.0 280.0 380.0
3 PH (R) 5 Faulr 150.0 1.21 35.0 300.0 345.0
SLc (C)# 5 Fault 250.0 1.30 245.0 180.0 150.0
3pH (C)#** 5 Fauit 250.0 1.30 310.0 440.0 800.0

Note:
* - MOV of 132 kV - 19 column as requi¡ed to satisfy DOV crirerion
** - Recovery could be improved by optimized dc controls
C - Close-in fault
R - Remote fault
# - Fault applied at rectifier end
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Table 6.2

ENERGY ABSORBED BY MOV FOLLOWINGDISTURBANCES

(144 kV , 14 column)

ENERGY ABSORBED (M JOULES)

FAULT PTIASE A PHASE B PHASE C TOTAL

DC Block*

DCLi¡e

sLG (C)

3 PH (C)

sLG (R)

3 PH (R)

sLc(c)#
3 PH (C)#

15.0

14.2

2.3

1.6

1.0

3.5

6.5

15.2

15.0

14.3

4.6

2.3

2.7

3.7

7.2

12.l

15.0

14.2

6.1

3.5

3.t

4.2

8.1

t4.3

45.0

42.7

13.0

7.4

8.4

t1.4

2t.8

41.6

C.
R.

MOV of 132 ky - 19 Column, as required to satisfy study criteria

Close-in faults

Remote faults

Faults applied at rectifie¡ end
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'gap-fired' characteristic was used. This simplified representation is not expected to

signifrcantly affect the simulation results except for giving slightly pessimistic energies

dissipated in the MOV as reported in Table 6.2.

The MOVs were rated such that the DOV is limited to 1.3 pu. As may be seen

from Figure 6.4 (a) for dc block, the DOV is limited to 1.3 pu and the conesponding

instantaneous voltages are about 1.2 pu. It is interesting to note that the per unit value

of the resulting Dov is higher than the instantaneous voltages. The same phenomenon

is observed with the other faults as well. An explanation of this can be given with

reference to Figure 6.5. The pu values of the instantaneous values a¡e based upon the

peak value of the lower sinusoid curve. similarly the pu value of the rms values are

based upon the rms value of the lower curve. The uppercurve of 1.47 pu peak value is

clipped to 1.20 pu instantaneous, which also happens to be its pu value. The ¡ms value

of the clipped curve 0.947 pu has a pu value of 1.34 based upon the rms value of the

lower curve which is higher than the pu value of the instantaneous value.

Note that due to clipping of voltage peaks by the MOV harmonics of different

spectrum are generated. This harmonic generation although lasts for only a short

duration (6 cycles in our studies) nevertheless it merits special studies.

The rms value is brought down to about 1.12 pu due to the FC (225 Mvar) and

the filter ba¡k (100 Mvar ) switching off after 6 cycles from the initiation of the block
signal. During these 6 cycles, the energy absorbed by the 132 kV, 19 column MOV is
about 15 lvll/phase. There is a small amount of cunent and hence energy absorbed by

the MOV following the fixed banks switching. This is due to modelling only the ,gap-

fred' characteristics as mentioned ea¡lier.

The 144 kV, 14 columns/phase arrester limits the DOV value to 1.33 pu and the

instantaneous voltages to about 1.2 pu for the dc üne fault. the energy absorbed during

the fault is about 14 lvll/phase. Ir is recognized that if 132 kV, 19 columnsþhase MOV
is simulated, the energy absorption would be approximately twice the measured value
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and the voltages would have been clipped at lower value. Thus the dc line fault looks
to be the deciding fault for the Mov energy absorption duty rather than the dc block
case. However, as explained earlier it is the monopolar representation of dc that makes

the dc line fault look more severe. The ¡esults of 144 kv Mov simulations are mainly
utilized to study recovery following faults.

The system recovered for all the simulated faults keeping the Dov below the set

criterion. The recovery time varied from about 150 ms for a sLG fault at the rectifier to
520 ms for 3-phase close-in fault at the inverter. It is assumed that the 3-phase rectifier
fault which took 800 ms of recovery time could have been improved by tuning the

controls. Note that from the receiving end ac network point of view the 3-phase fault at

the rectifier is similar to the dc line fault. The system recovered quite satisfactorily for
the dc line fault with 150 ms ramp duration. During the analog simulator investigation,

it was observed that the cause of slow recovery was unoptimized phase locked loop
(PLL), and is further discussed in Chapter 10.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions sur ûtrize the behaviou¡ of MOV as a VCD:

t

3.

1. The MOV is able to limit the DOV to 1.30 pu for the required interval,
following dc block, by absorbing 15 MJ of ene¡gy per phase (2.5

MJ/cycle).

The MOV clips the voltage peaks to 1.20 pu and therefore, results in a
different harmonic spectrum. This merits special studies.

MOV does not provide continuous voltage control and only acts above its

knee value. Thus a supplementa¡y controi e.g. switching off of FC or
converter firing angle control may be required below its knee value.

Similar to SC, TCR and TSC case, reasonable dc recovery is obtained

following all rhe test distu¡bances without violating the DOV criterion.

The minimum and maximum recovery time being 150 ms for SLG fault at

6.5
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the ¡ectifier and 520 ms for 3 phase close in faurt at the inverter.
similarly rhe energy loss limits are rg0 MWs for sLG fault at the rectifier
and 370 MV/s for 3 phæe close in faurt at the inverter. Note that recovery

time and energy loss from 3 phase fault at rectifier a¡e excluded. It is fert

that faster recovery should be attainable with optimized contrors for this
case.

since the implementation of Mov offe¡ed a feasible and effective means of
limiting Dov ar the inverter ac bus for such a low scR (1.5) and due to the absence of
any published information, a derailed investigation using an analog hvdc simulator with
commercialized controls was further undertaken by the author during his stay with
ASEA Brown Boveri (ABB) switze¡land in 1986-87. The simulator setup and resulrs

of the study are given in Chapter 9.
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Chapter Vtr

SERIES CAPACITOR DEVICE

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The application of capacitors in rong distance ac transmission (series

compensation) to improve the stabiliry Í27, 42j and in series with synchronous

compensators to reduce arc flicker t43,44,451are widely known for the last 40 years.

It is proposed that series capacitors be installed in ac lines at the acldc interface as

shown in Figure 7.1 to supply the reactive power to the hvdc converter during steady

state and to limit the Dov following load rejecrion. This approach is novel and the

author regards it to be an imponant first contribution of the resea¡ch and indeed
presented it so [52], however, attention of the author has been drawn to the proposal of
Dr' J. vithayathil to investigate scD t611, which predates our proposal. The inserrion

of a series capacitor reduces the effective ac system impedance as viewed from the

converter bus and hence makes the system appear stronger thereby reducing the
problems associated with the weak ac systems. This scheme is also very cost effective
as compared to other VCDs.

series capacitor assists in the control of both the voltage and the reacdve power
balance. Reactive power generation in the series capacitor increases as the load
increases and just as the reactive power consumption by the convener with the load
increases. The series capacitor therefore contributes, to a large extent, to a self
regulating system.

7.2 SCD SIZING

The impedance of the series capacitor in this application is chosen to provide
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225 N4va¡ of reactive powe¡ ar r.0 pu load under steady state conditions rathe¡ than
limiting the dc block Dov to r.30 pu as is used in the selection ofthe ratings of other
vcDs. A smaller series capacitor would have limited Dov to 1.30 pu fo[owing load
rejection, but then some reactive power would have to be suppried by another source
such as shunt capacitors. From the Dov point of view, the total reactive power
supplied by the scD arrangement has a better performance than the combination of
shunt and series capacitors. Hence the series ¿urangement is selected for the present
preliminary study.

To protect the capacitor banks from high voltages caused due to high fault
current, use of gapless zinc oxide arrester has been made. The v-I characteristic of rhe

zinc oxide arrester is assumed to be typical for a 48 kV MOV surge anester [41].

t.5 SCD RESULTS

Figure 7 .2 (a) and (b) are the resurts for permanent dc block and sLG remote
fault from the inverter ac bus. Each figure consists of the following plots:

1. Instantaneous value of voltage ofphase A at the inverter ac bus in pu.

2. 3 phase rms voltage (DOV) of the inverte¡ ac bus in pu.

3. DC cur¡ent at the invener end in pu.

4. DC power at the inverter end in pu.

5. Series capacitor current in pu.

6. Energy absorbed by arrester of phase A in lvtl.

From the aforementioned figures note that the Dov fo owing the dc block is
limited to only 1.14 pu. switching off 50vo (100 Mvar) of filters funher reduced the
Dov to 1.06 pu. Thus the Dov envelope for 225 Mvar of series capacitor is fa¡ below
the set criteria. From the instantaneous voltage of phase A it can be seen that the series
capacitor introduces dc offset. This offset introduces 60 Hz ripple in the Dov
meast¡Iement due to rectifying action,
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For SLG remote fault rhe sysrem recove¡ed without any difficulty with a

recovery time of less than 400 ms.

However, for both of these disturbances the transformer saturation was not

modelled because the simulation was unstable with saturation.

7.4 CONCLUSIONS

Since the implementation of the novel scheme SCD as a VCD showed

conside¡able promise in its ability to control the Dov and in its appa¡ent low cost, a
detailed study on a hvdc analog simulator, to investigate its influence on Dov and dc

rccovery with transformer saturation has been undertaken by the author during his stay

with ASEA Brown Boveri, ABB, switzerland in 1986-87. The simulator setup and

results of the study are presented in Chapter 9.
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Chapter VItr

COMPARATTVE EVALUATION OF VOLTAGE CONTROL DEVICES

8.1 INTRODUCTON

Comparison of digitally simulated performance of VCDs t51, 521 is made in
terms of the following four considerations:

I . Ability to control voløge

2. Assistance to system recovery

3 . Economic evaluation (This has been performed by Mr. D. Gordon.,

Teshmont Consultants, Winnipeg, Canada)

4. Other factors effecting the choice of VCDs.

The ratings of all the VCDs conside¡ed a¡e summarized in Table g.l.

8.2 ABILITYTOCÛNTROLVOLTAGE

From the results of earlier chapters, it was concluded that the overvoltages are

most severe for the permanent load rejection as compared to the remaining ac and dc

faults. The effectiveness of vcDs in conrolling the overvoltages is therefore compared

on the basis of dc block results. However, the summa¡ized Dov results from all the

disturbances are given in Table 8.2.

Figure 8.1. and 8.2 show the instantaneous phase voltages and 3 phase rms

voltages (DoÐ at ttre inverter bus following dc block for all selected vcDs. In Figure

8'2, the FC case is also included to show that only it violates the Dov criterion, and is

furthe¡ eliminated from the following comparative evaluation.
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SYNCHRONOUS
COMPENSATOR

(sc)

o,
SC = +130 Mvar

- 60 Mvar

(AT 17.0kV)

FC = +110 Mvar

(AT 230.0 kV)

ESCR = 1.75

SCR = 1.5

Table 8.1

RATINGS OF VOLTAGE CONTROL DEVICES

TFIYRISTOR
CONTROLLED
REACTOR

(TCR)

TCR = -160 Mvar

(AT 13.8 kv)

FC=+242Mvar

(Ar r3.8 kv)

ESCR = l.17

SCR = 1.5

TÍIYRISTOR
SWITCHED

CAPACITOR
(rsc)

TSC = +125 Mvar

(Ar 13.8 kV)

FC = +85 Mvar

(AT 230.0 kV)

ESCR = 1.22

SCR = 1.5

METAL
OXIDE

VARISTOR
MOV)

MOV= l5MI
PER PHASE

132 kv - 19 coLUMN

FC = +225 Mva¡

(AT 230.0 kv)

ESCR = 1.22

SCR = 1.5

SERIES
CAPACTTOR

DEVICE
(scD)

SCD = 225 Mvar

(ATFTJLLLOAD)

ESCR = 2.94

SCR = 1.5



Table 8.2

VOLTAGE CONTROL ÞEVICE DOV COMPARISON

Type
of
Fault

Par¿neùe¡ Synctuo-
nous Comp-
ensaûor

(sc)

Thyristor Thyrisror
Controlled Swiæhed
Reâcbr Capacitor(rcR) (rsc)

Metal Series
Oxide Capacior
Va¡istor Device
(MOÐ (scD)

DC BLOCK

DC LINE

sLG (C)

3 PH (C)

SLG (R)

3 PH (R)

sLG (C)#

3 PH (C)#

DOV Peak þu)

DOV Duation (ms)

DOV PeaÌ (pu)

DOV Duration (ms)

DOV Peak (pu)

DOV DuraLion (ms)

DOV Peak (pu)

DOV Duration (ms)

DOV Peak (pu)

DOV Duration (ms)

DOV Pe:k þu)

DOV Duration (ms)

DOV Peak (pu)

DOV Durarion (ms)

DOV Peak (pu)

DOV Duration (ms)

1.30 t.zg

100.0 100.0

1.29 1.28*

300.0 370.0

1.03 1.23

0.0 50.0

1.09 t.24

0.0 45.0

1.22 1.28

45.0 60.0

1.15 1.26

25.0 50.0

1.20 1.26+

100.0 100.0

t.24 1.28

160.0 120.0

1.30 1.14

100.0 0.0

1.30

370.0

1.18

35.0

1.00

0.0

l, 18 1.14

35.0 0.0

l.2r

35.0

1.30

245.0

1.30*

310.0

t.26

>900.0

1.26

370.0

1.08

0.0

1.15

25.0

1.0

0.0

1.00

0.0

1.14

45.0

1.26

140.0

* - DOV could have been improved by optimizing controls.

C - Close-in faults

R - Remote faults

# - Fault applied at rectif,ier end
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The phase voltage with the highest peaks was chosen for comparing the
instantaneous voltages. DC block signal is applied at 0.1 second and at 0.2 second

50vo filters and 700vo fixed shunt capacitors are switched off. The following
conciusions a¡e drawn from the aforementioned figures and Table g.2.

I . From 0.1 to 0.2 sec. i.e. for the first 6 cycles:

a) The first instantaneous voltage of around 1.g0 pu due to
swirching action is not limired in the case of SC, TCR and TSC.

In a real system these peaks may be limited by conventional

surge arrestors, which are not modelled in this srudy.

b) After the fust voltage peak, instantaneous peaks of around 1.40

pu are observed in case of TCR only. These high peaks are due

to the superposition of higher order harmonics on the

fundamental voitage. TCR is unable to limit higher order
ha¡monics because of low reactive power consumption at higher

harmonics. For example reactor designed to fully compensate a

capacitor at fundamental frequency will compensate oriy 25Vo of
the capacitance at the 2nd harmonic. Actuafly, TCR can funher
amplify harmonics as it itself generates them. These high

voltage peaks are not seen in the case of SC, TSC and SCD

because the amount of fixed shunt capacitors connected at the

bus a¡e less (110, 85 and 0 Mvar respectively) compared to the

TCR (270 Mvar). After switching off the fixed capacitors and

filters at 0.2 second even in the case of TCR the voltages are

devoid of superposed harmonics. In the case of MOV all the

instantaneous values a¡e clipped below 1.2 pu and hence no

such high peaks are observed.

c) Since MOV resulrs in the clipping of voltage peaks (1.20 pu)

and the¡efore results in a diffe¡ent harmonic spectrum. The
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2.

phase voltages are no longer sinusoidal instead the du¡ation of
peak voltage is long. This 'squaring' of sine waves in turn

result in higher DOV ( 1.30 pu). This phenomena was explained

in Section 6.4.

d) SCD and TCR int¡oduce dc offset in phase voltages. This

causes 60 Hz ripple in the DOV due to metering technique (6

pulse rectification).

e) The SCD results in maximum DOV of only 1.14 pu, unlike

other devices. This is because the criteria used in sizing it is
based upon its ability to provide the required 225 Mvar of
reactive power at the inverter bus at 1.0 pu load under steady

state conditions, in place of, tirniting the load rejection DOV to
1.30 pu as used in selecting the ratings of other devices. Fu¡ther

details a¡e given in Section 7.2.

After 0.2 second:

a) For rhe case of MOV, TSC and SCD, switching off of SOVo

(100 Mvar) filters and 1002o fixed capacirors (225 Mvar for
MOV, 85 Mvar for TSC and 0 Mvar for SCD) leaves a net

amount of 100 Mvar of capacira¡ce (due to filters) at the 230 kV
inverter bus. This results in an identical DOV envelope for the

first two devices. In the case of SCD the DOV lies below the

other two because the system impedance is effectively lowered.

For all three devices the DOV envelope is well within the study

criærion,

b) In the case of SC, switching off of l00%o fixed capacitors

(1l0Mvar) and 50Vo filrers (100 Mvar) brings down rhe DOV ro
1.16 pu and leaves 100 Mva¡ of filters and the SC connected to

the bus. The net capacitive power in this case is higher than the

above three cases and thus leads to higher DOV envelope.

However, due to switching disturbance, at about 0.4 s, the rotor

oscillations swing back the DOV to 1.2 pu. The slow response
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of SC is evident as it brings the DOV down to only 1.16 pu at

1.0 s (54 cycles after dc block). However, the DOV envelope is
within the study criterion.

c) In the case of TCR, switching off lMVo fixed capacitors (270

Mvar) and 50Zo filters (100 Mvar) brought down the DOV to
about 1.03 pu. Note that the TCR is able to compensate the

reactive power produced by the remaining filter banks (1@

Mvar).

For the other ac and dc faults, the Dov peak and its duration were well berow
the set crirerion with all the vcDs as given in Table g.2. However, the following
differences in lirniting the instanÞneÐus phase voltages are found:

1. In the case of the unbalanced faults at the receiving end, the
instantaneous peaks on the unfaulted phases during the fault period were

clipped by MOV to 1.2 pu. In the TCR and TSC cases, control acrion
held these peaks below 1.4 pu. However, in the SC case, peaks as high
as 2.0 pu were observed. These high peaks did nor show in the DOV
value because of the averaging of the three phase voltages.

SC resulted in lower instantaneous peaks following fault removal as

compared to TCR and TSC. peaks in rhe case of the MOV, as

mentioned earlier, were clipped to 1.2 pu.

2.

From the above, it is concluded that alr devices as designed were able to limit
the Dov envelope below the set criterion. However, sc is the most sluggish and scD
is the most effective in controlling rhe Dov. Fu¡her sc and rcR provide conrinuous
contol of voltage, the scD almost self-regulating control, whe¡eas TSC provides step

control and Mov provides no control below its knee varue. Thus in case of Mov,
switching of fixed capacitors may be required under load variations.
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8.3 ASSISTANCE TO DC RECOVERY

comparison of vcDs in assisting the dc recovery is made for aI the ac and dc
dist¡ubances simulated as given in section 2.7, except for the dc block as it was
permanent in nature.

Although the scD scheme worked well in steady state and provided effective
DOV control following dc brock, a form of harmonic instability was observed
following some ofthe disturbances, preventing satisfactory recovery. Consequently,
simulation results pertaining to the scD a¡e not given here and the device is not
included in the following discussion. Note that even faster recovery from various acldc
disturba¡ces with the scD scheme were observed in the analog simulator srudy and the
rcsults are presented in Chapter 9.

Table 8.3 gives the summarized recovery results (recovery time in ms and
energy loss in MWs) for all the devices for each distu¡bance. Note that among the
distu¡bances simulated, those at the receiving end. were more severe. The 3 phase

close-in fault was the most severe and the sLG remote was the least severe, but the
most probable. consequentry these two are considered most important with regard to
recovery and a¡e shown in Figures 8.3 (a) and (b). From these results it is evident that
none of the vcDs show any conclusive superiority in assisting recovery. Note funher
that the system recovered even with the 'FC only' case. Recovery to g0zo of pre-
disturba¡ce power is obtained in 450-500 ms for the 3 phase close-in a¡d in 350-400
ms for the sLG remote fault. This time is somewhat srowe¡ than some existing
schemes but could be considered adequate in view of the low scR at the inverter.

The above conclusions are made after compensating the results of delayed
recovery due to not optimum dc controls. It is assumed that faster recovery is possible

by proper selection of ramp rates, optimization of dc controls and time constants of
phase locked loop, as shown later in Chapter 10.
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TYPE
OF

FAULT

DC LINE

sLG (C)

3 PH (C)

SLG ß)

3 PH (R)

sl-c (c)#

3 PH (C)#

fuÀ

PARAMETER

Table 8.3

VOLTAGE CONTROL DEVICE RECOVERY COMPARISON

Recovery dme (ms)

Energy lost (MW-s)

R€covery time (ms)

Energy lost (MW-s)

Recovery rime (ms)

Energy lost (MW-s)

Recovery úme (ms)

Energy lost (Mr -s)

Recovery time (ms)

Energy lost (MW-s)

Recovery time (ms)

Energy lost (MW-s)

Recovery time (ms)

Energy lost (MlV-s)

FIXED SYNCIIRONOUS TFTYRISTOR THYRISTOR
CAPACITOR COMPENSATOR CONTROLLED SWITCHED

ONLY REACTOR CApACITOR

* Recovery in fhese cases could be improved by optimizing controls
C - Close-in fault

R - Remote fault
# - Fault applied at recifier end

150.0

2ß0.0

ó00.0*

410.0

520.0

340.0

350.0

290.0

380.0

290.0

150.0

140.0

160.0

150.0

340.0

280-0

430.0

250.0

500.0

300.0

415.0

230.0

415.0

230.0

50.0

t20.0

350.0

210.0

r35.0

230.O

480.0

310.0

430.0

310.0

350.0

2ß0.0

380.0

270.0

r00.0

120.0

140.0

130.0

600.0*

480.0

450.0

280.0

470.0

300.0

355.0

240.0

390.0

290.0

390.0*

250.0

170.0

150.0

METAL
OXIDE

VARISTOR

335.0',

300.0

440.0

340.0

520.0

370.0

380.0

280.0

345.0

300.0

150.0

180.0

800.0*

440.0
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Further, the scheme studied used constant current control. Hence, the results

would not be expected to apply under constant power control involving high speed

calculation of power/voltage. For schemes in which this calculation can be suffrciently

slowed, however, response then approximates constant cunent control and these

conclusions are expected to hold.

8.4 ECONOMICEVALUATON

Cost estimates have been prepared by Mr. D. Gordon fo¡ each VCD schemes to

make an economic evaluation î52,621. Table 8.4, reproduced from [52], gives the

cost of each vcD as a percentage of the HVDC converter station cost, not including

cost of the device itself. The unconventional schemes (Mov, scD) a¡e the most

economical, not withstanding the uncertainties associated with their cost estimates. The

sc is the least economical, even if only one machine is used. Thscostof asinglesc
is given in parenthesis in Table. 8.4.

8.5 OTTIER FACTORS AFFECTING THE CHOICE oF VCDs

Although the factors conside¡ed in this investigation are exEemely imponant in
the selection of a vcD, not all the aspects necessary to successfully apply it are

considered. In a¡ actual application such other factors as system reliability, transient

stability, quasi-steady-state voltage control and harmonic stability should also be

considered. Table 8.5 gives the comparative characteristics of the vcDs considering

above factors. Note that the frst th¡ee columns (sc, TcR, TSC) of the table a¡e taken

from [2] and has been extended to accommodate MOV and SCD.
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Table 8.4

VOLTAGE CONTROL DEVICE ECÐNOMIC EVALUTON

DEVICE

Economic Evaluation
(7o of station capital cost)

Capitalized
Operational

Costs

Capital
Cost

Total
Lifetirne

Costs

Synchronous Compensator

Thyristor Controlled Reactor

Thyristor Switched Capacitor

Metal Oxide Va¡istor*

Series Capacitor Device**

40

(21)

17

16

t4

13

55

(32)

a1

t4

14

15

(11)

6

5

negligible

1

These figures contain some uncertainty due to assumed cost of fast switching
device.

These figures are considerably more uncertain due to possible additional cost, not
included, for equipment to mitigate recovery problem.
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8.6 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions a¡e drawn from the comparative evaruation of vcDs:

Voltage Conrrol

All rhe vcDs considered (except the FC only' case) can be read y designed to
satisfy the Dov criterion as shown in Fig. 8.3 However, they differ considerably in
their speed of control and effect on the voltage waveforms as discussed earlier. In
general SCD is found to be the most effective a¡d SC the most sluggish.

Recovery from Faults

with the exception of the scD, comparable recovery from faults (considering
the weak system) is achieved with all the vcDs including the,FC only'case. Faster
recovery from fault, with scD, is observed during analog study and results are
presented in Chapter 9.

It is possible that the most economicar way to funher improve the recovery is by
judiciously modifying the dc controls rather than investing in more rigorous vortage
control as shown in Chapter 10.

Compa¡ative Costs

The vcD costs fall into three categories, with the sc being the most expensive,
MOV, SCD are the least expensive and the static compensators fall in between.

Other Factors

Although the factors, dynamic overvoltage and dc recovery, considered in detail
in this resea¡ch are the most crucial in the selection of a vcD, influence of vcDs on
othe¡ facto¡s as summa¡ized in Table 8.5 should also be considered when thev a¡e

applied to an acfual system.
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9.r

Chapter IX

ANAI-OG S IMIILATOR STI.IDY

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY TOOLS

From the digital simulation studies of the application of MOV and SCD
(chapters 6,7) and the comparison of resurts with other vcDs (chapter g), they were
found to be very cost effective and tech¡ically comparable schemes. Due to the absence

of any published information for the Mov and the novel scheme SCD and to secure
extra level of confidence, further investigations are undertaken on a state-of-the-art
hvdc simulator complete with commercial hvdc controls. Fortunately, it was possible
to negotiate the use of ASEA Brown Boveri (ABB) simulator in Turgi, switzerland for
completing the final phase of the investigation.

ABBs dc simulator is a highly advanced simulator and has been proven over the
past several years. It is an electrical sca.le model of an hvdc transmission and adjacent
ac networks. It consists of scaled down versions of valves, Fansformers, ¡eactofs,
filters and lines, and full size plant versions of the equipment for converter fhing
control, sequence control, protections, etc. The simulato¡ also includes a numbe¡ of
analog dynamic synchronous machine moders comprising of exciter and governor
representations. successful studies fo¡ New England scheme, Black water back-to-
back scheme, Gesha hvdc scheme and pacific Intertie hvdc scheme have been
performed on it. For further details a publication describing the capabilities ofABB
simulator is enclosed in Appendix B.

9,2 DESCRIPTION OF TEST SYSTEM

Availabiliry of the ABB simulator, on the one hand, pmvided the oppomrnity to
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vâlidate the digital results and, on the other hand, the opponunity to upgrade the test
systems to ensure near field test credibility. A carefully chosen middle of the road
solution was adopted by retaining the essential characteristics of the d.igital test system

but augmenting the details of representation. Hence the analog test system, used for
studying the performance of MOV and SCD as shown in Figure 9.1 was used.

Special featues of the analog test system are the following:

- A bipolar hvdc scheme with l2-pulse converters.

- Atl the subsystems, e.g. dc line, smoothing reactors, dc and ac filters,
converter transformers, etc. we¡e dimensioned on the basis of latest
practices.

- use of commercial dc controls comprete with a funcdonar features and

important monitoring, alarm and displays.

Figure 9.1 shows the point to point, bipolar, 12_pulse test system with ¡ated
power of 1100 Mw, t 500 kv measu¡ed at the inverter. The receiving and sending
ends are separated by 136i km iong dc line. Each pole has one 12 pulse converter.
The ac networks both at the rectifier and the inverter a¡e modelled as infinite sources

behind system impedances. The details of ac equivalents are given in Table 9.1 . The
dc line is simulated with 16 pi sections. The line representation was based on the field
test verified par¿rmeters used by ABB on the pacific Intertie Expansion (pIE) project.
The converter transformers, at converter stations were modelled with nonlinearities.
The details of the transformer data are also given in Tabte 9.1 Ac filters comprising
l2th,24th,36th and 48th harmonics at the sending end and 11th and l3th harmonics at

the receiving end are modelled. DC filters for l2th and 24th harmonic o¡ders a¡e

modelled at both ends of the dc line.

Transformer modelling is provided with loss compensation circuits to make the
modei damping comparable to ¡ealistic values. such units are also installed in series
with each converter to compensate for the excessive voltage drop of the simulato¡
valves.
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Each VCD (MOV or SCD) is connected at the inverter through switches. ln the

case of Mov, 300 Mva¡ of FC was connected in parallel to supply the desi¡ed reactive

power to the inverter at full load to maintain unity power factor at the inverter bus. For

scD, no FC was needed as the scD was dimensioned to supply the desi¡ed Mvar ar

full load The protective arrester in parallel with the SCD was not modelled.

Table 9.1 offers a comparative summary of imponant information for both

digital and analog test systems. The rwo systems differ in dc line and filter details. The

digital study sysrem was modelled on the basis of the Nelson River hvdc system
whereas the advantage of the tested available data of the pIE hvdc scheme was taken to

model the analog test system. Yet in the analog test system to maintain continuity of the

¡esults f¡om the digital to the analog study, the essential characteristics of the ac

systems of the digital study as given below a¡e ¡etained.

- The ac system at the sending end is represented by SCR of 4.0 with
damping angle of 85o at fundamental and 2nd harmonic.

- The ac system at the receiving end is represented by SCR of 1.5 with
damping angle of 78o at fundamental and 2nd harmonic.

- Ratio of reactive power supplied by ac filters to VCDs at the ac converter

bus of the receiving end is the same, resulting in equal ESCR following
inclusion of VCD.

DC CONTROLS

Figure 9.2 shows the pertinent cont¡ol block diagram used for the analog

simulator studies, as only those blocks which came into operation during this study are

shown.

It can be observed from the figure that the controls have the provision of

9.3
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Table 9.1

COMPARISON BETWEEN DIGITAL AND SIMIILATOR TEST SYSTEMS

S. No. Irem Digir¡l S¡mulation HVDC Simularo¡

1 DC system

2 DC line

3 DC filters

4 Smoothing reåcto¡

Se¡dins end

Mono-polar, 6 pulse, 810 MW, B,p.lrrJ, p"lse, l l00 MW,
450 kv 50o kv

895 km.

5 AC system representâtion RRL e4uivalent
SCR = 4.0
Damping = 85o

6 AC filters

7 Converte¡Transfo¡mer
- Rating
- Re€ctânce
- Air core reåctance
- Knee point voltage

Receiving end

Modelled as &equency dep€nd¿nt Modelled wir-tr l6 pi sections.
murually coupled distribution line.

6 and 12 harmonics 12 and 24 harmonics

0.75 H lpolelstarion 0.5 H /pole/station

10 ConverterTransformer
- Rating
- Reætance
- Air core reåctance
- Knee point voltage

14 ESCR wirh MOV

t5 ESCR wirh SCD

960MVA

960MVA
l37o (on own bæe)
267a
1,2 pl

1.22

2.94

l36l km.

RRL equivalent
SCR = 4.0
Damping = 85o

639 MVA

1.33 pu

RRL e4uivalent
SCR = 1.5
Damping = 78o

639 MVA
127o (on own base)
20.37Va
1,2 pl

560 Mvar

260 Mva¡

300 Mvar

1.22

2.94

5,7, 11, 13 & h.p. 12,24,36 &.48

137o (on own base) l2Vo (on own bæe)'2.61o t5Vo
t.2 pu

8 AC system represenrarion 
ffi îï:"*t
Damping = 78o

9 AC filæn receiving end 5,7, lt, 13 & h.p. & 13

11 Reactive power consumption 425 Mrvo¡

12 Reactive power supplied by ac filters 200 Mvar

13 Reactive power supplied by VCD 225 Mrvu
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controlling constant bipolar dc power (p$. However, in most of this study, constant
power controi was disabled because of dc system's inability to recover following
disturbances, pa¡ticularly for Mov case. Hence, use of constant dc curent (Id) conrol
is made unless stated otherwise. The transmission delay of 40 ms is incorporated in
i¿r¡ checkbacks.

current, extinction angle and voltage controrlers are provided at each end.
However, at the rectifie¡ mostly the current regulator is active, whe¡eas at the inverter
all three may influence the dc recovery following disturbance.

9.3. 1 Current Controller íIDCC)

This is basically a p-I regulator which conrols cr to regulate dc current to the set
¡eference I¿¡e¡4. Its oulput sld is connected to a select maximum alpha block with the
rectifier voltage conEoller. At the inverte¡ the c[Id is effectively selected at a seiect
minimum alpha block with the inverter voltage controlle¡ cr,vdinvr and the extinction
angle controller o,y.

9.3.2 Extinction Angle Controller IEXAC)

This is an integral controrer that operates to prevent inverter valve extinction
angles (y) from decreasing below 1r"¡ (i8o). Its conrolled variable is the smallest 1
measured in the last cycle in any of the 12 valves in the 12 - pulse converter. In the y
controller loop, a current error control (cEC) function, sinila¡ to delta gamma enor
@GE), as described in secrion 2.6.2 has been also incorporated. cEC effectively
increases the 1r"¡ in proportion to the difference between lÍef4 and I¿ until fulr current
control is reached at (Io¡er - Ima¡gin). The value of Irrrr¡ is equal to 0.1 pu ( 1 10A).

9.3.3 DC Voltage Controller íDCVC)

This is a P-I controller. It controls the dc voltage at the rectifier to the rcference
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value (Vref). The values of V¡s¡ at the ¡ectifier and at the invefer a¡e 1.05 and 1.0 pu
respectively..

9.3.4 Fo¡ce Reta¡d Initiarion

A fo¡ce ¡eta¡d signal FR is initiated to retard the rectifier firing angle c, to 1200

following dc line faults to deionize the line. Also when FR is active, a follow up logic
sets the integrator of the cur¡ent regulators at rectifier to 90o and at the invener to 130o

for faster power recovery.

9.3.5 Implementation of Controls

Complete dc controls, are implemented on the ABBs programmable high speed

controller (PHsc). PHSC is based on bit-slice microprocessors and can be fully
programmed, by the user, in function block language [59].

In PHSC' the measurements e.g. dc current measurements for the current
control, dc voltage measuremen$ etc. are programmed to be processed very fast with a
program cycle of 2880 Hz (updated every 0.3472ms). whereas all the control blocks
of Figure 9.2 are run with the program cycle of 720 Hz (updated every 1.3gg ms).

9.4 REPRESENTATION OF MOV

ABBs arrestor model was used to represent the Mov of r32 kv with the rypicar
V-I cha¡acteristic as used ea¡lier for the digital srudies (Figure 6.2).

The anestor model uses zenor diodes to contror the knee of Mov and
resistances in series with zenors are used to achieve the proper slope. For this study,
the modelled V-I characteristics of the MOV used is shown in Figure 9.3.
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Fi9. 9.3 v-I characÈeristics of Mov (nnalog S imula tor )
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9.5 LIST OF DISTURBANCES

The following cases were simurated to study the effectiveness of the Mov and
SCD.

1. Bipolar force retard for 12 cycles

2. SLGF (C Phase) ar rectifier bus for 5 cycles

3a. 3 phase fault at rectifier bus for 5 cycles

3b. 3 phase fault at rectifier bus for 5 cycles with constant power control
4a. Midline dc line fault for 12 cycles on positive pole p+

4b. Midline dc line fault for 12 cycles on positive pore p+ with constanr

power control

5a. 3-phase fault at inverter bus for 5 cycies

5b. 3 -phase fault at inverter bus for 5 cycles with constant power control
6. SLGF (C Phase) at inverter bus for 5 cycles

7 . Successive commutation fai_lure for 15 cycles

8. 3 phase 507o remote fault from inverter bus for 5 cycles

9. SLGF (C Phase) 50Vo remote from inverrer bus for 5 cycles

10. Power step (1.0 - 0.55 - 1.0 pu)

1 1 . Power ramp (0.1 to 1.3 pu) with ramp rate of 0.9 pu/s

12. Power step (0.9 - 1.1 pu) îor yac = 95Vo

13. 3-phase fault on the ac-SCD bus for 5 cycles

14. SLGF (C Phase) on rhe ac-SCD bus for5 cycles

- All distu¡bances unless stated otherwise were studied when the rcctifier
was in constant cu¡¡ent control.

- Case I (Bipolar force retard) is a hypothetical case which combines two
disturbances. Fo¡ frst 6 cycles at inverter it can be iooked as dc btock

simila¡ to given in section 2.2. This will ensure adequate DOV control.
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Following 12 cycles, this case studies recovery from a dc line fault on

both poles. Between 6 and12 cycles since 50zo of the ac filters a¡d fixed
capacitors were not switched off, the DOV envelope during this period

should be ignored.

- Remote faults (cases 8, 9) were simulated as in section 2.6.1.

- For cases 10 and 12, current step is usedfo¡MOV studies.

- Also for MOV srudies, in case 11, ramp is limited to 1.1 pu and in case 12

curent step is up to 1.0 pu.

- Case 13 and 14 were applied only for SCD.

- Each case was run for 1.0 second and appropriate distu¡bance was applied

at 0.ls, from a steady state condition, unless unde¡lined on the figure. AII
performance parameters are as described in Chapter 2.

The following variables a¡e ¡ecorded for each case. All measurements a¡e made

in per unit values unless stated otherwise.

1 . Inverter commutating bus phase A instantaneous voltage ffA) .

2. Inve¡ter coûrmutating bus 3 phase rms voltage (Vr.) to determine DOV.
3. DC cu¡rent at the inverte¡ (Idc p+).

4. Bipolar dc power at the inverter (p¿cgp). (Note that in pHSC dc power

calculation was updated once every cycle (16.6 ms).

5. DC current reference at the inverter (Iorer g+) for the MOV results, or ac

cuÍent in phase A tluough series capacitor (I5ç¡) for the SCD results.

6. MOV current in phase A (¡a6y), in kA for MOV results, or

Phase A, instrntaneous voltage at ac systems interface with SCD (Vsç¿),

for SCD ¡esults.

7 . DC cunent reference at the rectifier (I¿¡s¡p+), or

Rectifie¡ commutating bus phase A instantaneous voltage (Vf .

8. Firing angle, (a), at rectifier, in degrees

9. DC cu¡rent at the rectifier (I¿s p+)

10. DC voltage at the rectifier (V¿ pa)
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Note that ail dc parameten were measu¡ed on the positive pole (p+) only.

9,6 SCALING OF RESLTLTS

All the oscillographs are scaled as following:

- Each trace shows V/div on y axis

- Each parameter magnitude in pu can be measured by using the Table 9.2.
- Time scales a¡e 100 ms/div, urùess otherwise underlined-

9,7 MOV AND SCD RESULTS

Table 9.3 gives the summarized performance of Mov and scD following the
disturbances. The results are prcsented on purpose in a tabula¡ form in order to make it
convenient for a reader to easily comprehend and interpret the results. As well it will be

easier to compare the performances of MOV and SCD.

Numerous results were obtained however onry the fo owing serected
oscillographs are presented:

- Figures 9.4 (a) to (f) and 9.5 (a) to (Ð. These include ¡esults ofcases l,
2, 4a, 4b,5a and 5b for MOV and SCD respectively.

- Figure 9.6 is the expanded scaring of ac voltages for bipolar fo¡ce ¡etard
for MOV and SCD and compares with ,no' VCD case which was
performed with and without transformer satuation. Note that bipolar
force reta¡d is applied at time to.

- Figure 9.7 shows the filter currents for the sim a¡ distu¡bance to show

additional loading of them caused in case of MOV and SCD.
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Table 9.2

SCALINCS OF SIMULATOR RESIJLTS

Vrms

I¿r gt
P¿c sp
I¡r"r p*
Iuov
Isco
vscp

5V
5V
5V
5V
5V
10mV

10mV

10mV

5V
5V
10v
5V
10v

Inverter

1.25 pu peak

1pu

1.8 pu

1.8 pu

lpu
1.6 kA
1 pu peak

1.55 pu peak

Rectihe¡

V4 1.25 pu peak

Lt"rp* l Pu

ct p+ 9f
k.pr 1.8 pu

Vdc p¡ 1.25 pu
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- Figure 9.8 gives the traces of ac instantaneous voltage and V*, to show

the harmonic interaction between the magnetic nonlinea¡ities and SCD

following clearing of 3 phase close in fault at invener.

These figures provide supplementary information for interpreting the

summarized performances in Table 9.3. For completeness ¡esults of all the

disturbances with MOV and SCD are given in Appendix C a¡dD respectively.

9.8

drawn:

CONCLUSIONS

F¡om the tabuiated results and Figutes 9.4 to 9.8, the following conclusions a¡e

- MOV and SCD both control the DOV well within the criterion for all the

test disturbances, including for the worst case of bipolar force retard..

- In case of MOV, satisfactory dc recovery similar to digital study was

obtained in constant cunent control whereas constant power control was

found to be unstable (cases 3, 4, 5). Funher, note that recovery from

cases 2 to 9 can be further improved by optimizing the pLL as was

observed in case 1 (shown in Chapter 10) or by temporarily increasing the

margin current. Recovery in the range of 200-300 ms should be

attainabie.

- On the other hand SCD allows constant po\Íer control and faster

æcoveries following the distu¡bances (cases 3, 4, 5) a¡e achieved. Note

that similar fast recoveries (about 100-200 ms) from rest of the

distu¡bances should be attainable by using constant power control mode,

and by temporarily increasing the margin current.

- SCD also increases the power receiving capabiliry of the ac system by

increasing its ESCR. Power of 1.3 pu could be received easily. Whereas

with MOV, dc power above 1.15 pu made the system unstable.
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Cåse Fault

Bipolar force reørd for 12

cycles and rcstârÎ
(Figs. 9.4 a and 9.5 a)

À.{

Table 9.3

PERFORMANCE OF MOV & SCD (ANALOG SIMULATOÐ

Observation MOì

VA clipped ¡o about 1.2 pu
during force retard

V¡¡¡s is 1.23 pu (DOV)

DC recovery is oscillating
due to PLL úme constants
not opf.imum recovery in 650 ms.

Energy absorption by MOV is
3.24 MIlcycle.

Extra æ filter loading is observed
due to clipping of ac voltage
during force rcørd.

Observation SCD

VA is disrorted by haImonics
during force retârd due to úìe
interaction of t¡ansformer

saû.mfion wilh SCD.

V¡¡¡5 (DOV) is oscillaing
betwe€n 1.2 and 1.0 pù.

DC recovery is in (380 ms).
due to commutâtion fai.lure
following fault clearing âs VA is
dis¡oræd due o inrush cùrrent of
transformer.

Commenß

For more clariry in voltåge wave-
forms, sce Fig. 9.6, which compares
the V4 observed with MOV and SCD
case to no VCD.

Extra ac f¡lter loading is observed
due !o distorfed ac voltage during
forced rcørd-

In the case of MOV dc recovery
oscillations in Pdc and Vdc could
be minimized by optimization of
PLL. Recovery is atained in
350 ms. (Refer ro Secrion 10.6).

MOV filßr loading is lesser than
SCD case, however, more than no
VCD case as shown in Fig. 9.7.



Case Fault

SLGF at recdfrer bus
for 5 cycles

@igs. 9.4 b and 9.5 b)

À
@

Observation MOV

Effect of MOV nil

V4 and V¡¡¡5 are trlow limi6
during fault due to higher
reactive power consumption
as the inverter is in cur¡e-
conÍol. They are lorv fouo-
ìving rcstart due lo high dc current

Iy6y is nil.

Slow dc recovery (500ms) as
cuÍent regulâtors at both
ends are active and Vdc build
up is only due to Imargin
error of0.l pu at invener
It is also because of comm.
failùre due ro high Idc
following fault clearing.

Effecr of MOv is negligible
only one spike in Imov can
be observed

V4 & V¡¡5 are well within
limits.

Table 9.3 (Continued)

Observaúon SCD

3a. 3 phase fault at rhe recti-
lier bus for 5 cycles.

SCD very effecúve.

Vl and V¡ms hardly notice any
chånge from prefault value
during and following fault
clearing.

V5g¡ is within limits.

DC recovery is good (100ms).

Commenß

Fasær dc recovery in úre case of
MOV is possible by temporarily
increasing the margin.

SCD Influences the system as
following:

VA is distorted following
fault clearing due to SCD
inæraction with nonJinearity
of transformer as observed from
Iscd. However, Vrms is well
within limis.

Note lhat dùring the fâult ldc is
not zero and invener is operaling
at high firing angle. This results
in high reåcúve power cosumpd-

on- Thus VA and Vrms are not high-



Case Fâult

Ë3b(o

Observation MOV

3 phase fault at recû- Sysæm is unstable.
frer bus for 5 cycles
(constant power control).

Table 9.3 (Continued)

Observation SCD

DC recovery is in 300ms
due to similar reason given
in case 2.

4a

V56p is within limirs, rvhere-

as ISCD bas high peaks

> 2.0 pu following restart-

Affer initial 6 cycles of
violent oscillations in Idc
and Vdc (due to poor ac volt-
age V¡) the recovery is

satisfactory (similar ¡o
MOv).
Recovery in 350ms.

System recovered well.

V4 is similar to case 2a-

V¡¡¡5 is well witlin limits.

V5g¡ is well in limis.

DC recovery is fast (200 ms)
compared to câse 3â (consfânt
cürrent conûol))-

Practically no change in the
V4 and V¡'¡s. They stay around
1.0 pu.

Midline dc line fault
for 12 cycles at P+
(Figure 9.4 c and 9.5 c).

Comments

VA clipped !o l-2 pu due ro
MOV

V¡¡¡s (DOV) is 1.2 pu.

Consfant Power control in c¿se of
SCD is stable and gives faster re-
covery úan case 3a- This is because
SCD makes the ac sysfÊm stronger
@SCR =2.94) whereas MOV makes
it weaker @SCR= r.22).



Case Fault

4b(ro

Observation MOV

Energy consumption by MOV is
less for pole to ground
fâult compared to bipolar
forcc rerard (case 1) as can
be observed from Imov.

DC recovery (500 ms) is oscil-
laling due to PLL time con-
stârts are not optimum-

System is unstable.Midline dc line faulr
for 12 cycles atP+
(corstant Power Conrol)
(Figure 9.4 d and 9.5 d).

Table 9.3 (Continued)

Observation SCD

V5çp observes overvoløge
during fault (1.15 pu), but
is well within limis.

DC recovery is good (100 ms).

Commenß

System rc.overcd very well.

Very little influence on V¡ and

V¡¡¡5 during and following
fault cleâring as in ùe case 4a.

V56p is liule high (t.l pu)
du¡ing fault but well \ryithin
limits.

DC recovery is very good.

System recovered in 50 ms.

IscD is high folowing recov-

ery due fo high dc curlent
because of constant ¡rower
conuol.

For MOV, it is expected , thât
similar !o case I recovery can
be fasær by optimizing PLL.

Similar ¡o case 3b, for SCD
conslânf power control gives
fasær recovery ûnn case 4a.



Case

5a

Fault

3 phase fault at inve-
ner bus for 5 cycles
(Figure 9.4 e and 9.5 e)

(J¡

Obsewation MOV

Effect of MOY is nil.

No fault clearing overvolta-
ges are observed in V¡.

Table 9.3 (Continued)

Observation SCD

DOV is nil as observed from
Vrms.

High fault clearing harmonic
overvoltages are obsewed in
V4 due to inæraction of SCD
with inrush cunent in conv-
transformer. (For clariry see
Fig. 9.8)

DOV is nil as observed from
Vrms.

Iggp is very high (>3.0 pu)

because prorcctive arresor
in parallel o SCD was not
modelled.

VSCD is also disrofied duri-

ng fault and few cycles
following fault.

Recovery looks good however
it is violent during first 7
cycles due to distorted Vac

Recovery úme is 350 ms.

DC recovery is slow (450 ms)
Note únt curent rcgulafor at
rectilier maintains the Idc to
1.0 pu.

Comments

Note (from Fig. 9.8) rhar rhough
the ac voltage follo\Ã/ing fault clearing
is very much influenced from harmon-
ics, satisfacory recovery is observed
because of optimized PLL and dc con-
troller gains.

Recovery for MOV case is slow be-
cause the dc voltzge build up is in-
fluenced by current regulaþr at in-
vertcr which hâs an error of only
0.1 pu (I--r¡). If was observed

that æmporarily increasing I--r¡, ,

faster recovery (250-300 ms) can be
eåsily oblaincd-



Câse

5b

Fault

3-phase fault at inver-
ter bus for 5 cycles
(const- power conûol)
(Figure 9.4 f and 9.5 f).

(¡
l\)

Observation MOV

System is unshble.

Effect of I¡46y ir; nil.

Table 9.3 (Conrinued)

Observation SCD

6. S[.GF ât inverter bus
for 5 cycles.

System recovered very rvell.

Faùlt cleâring overvohages

are absent except for fhe fint
nvo cycles as observed from
V4.

DOV is nil as se€n from V,.,¡s.

VSCD is also less distorfed as

compared to the câse 5a.

Idc is high (1.3 pu) foltow-
ing rcstaf as Vdc is low and

constant power controuer is
active-

DC rccovery is good (200 ms)
and is fasær compared o
case 5a-

Unfaulted phase A is inllue-
ced by harmonics during fault
and harmonic overvolfage arc
observed (1-2 pu). However,
dùring recovery it is clean.

Effect of MOV is negligible

Unfaulted phase A is intlu-
enced by harmonics during
fault as seen from V¿.
Itrowever, no fâult cleffing
overvoltages afe observed.

Commenß

Similar rc cases 3b and 4b
for SCD constant power control
gives fasær recovery than case 5a

and is recommended-



C¿se Fauh

(¡
C,)

Table 9.3 (Conúnued)

Observation MOV Observation SCD

Srccesive commutation
failure for 15 cycles.

DOV is nil as observed from
Vrms.

DC recovery is slow (450 ms)
because it is influenc€d by cùrrent
regulaûor âs explained in the
3-phase fault (case 5a).

Effect of MOV nil-

V4 and V¡¡5 are low due to
high reactive power consum-
ption at inveíer (operating at

I .0 pu cùrrent and low firing
angle).

Recüfier maintains 1.0 pu

current with 60 IIz ringing
as can be seen from I¿".

6() IIz. ringing can also be
seen in Vdc.

DC recovery is similar to
câse 6. Recovery time is 400
ms.

DOV is nil as observed from
Vrms.

VSCD is within limirs

DC recovery is in (300 ms)
due to similâr reåsons
explained for MOV case.

During commutaton failure VA &
VSCD are distorted. However
V4 and Vr,na are not as low
as in MOV case because of ñe
stronger system.

60 IIz ringing in I¿" and V¿"
can be observed during
commu¿ation failüre.

CommenLs

Faste¡ recoveries for c¿ses 6 o
9 should be atfainâble in SCD case
by using constant pou/et contfol.

DC recovery is similar to
case 6. Recovery time is 450
ms_



Case

L

Fault

3 phase remote faulr
from invefter bus for
5 cycles.

9.(t
À

Table 9.3 (Continued)

Observation MOV Observaton SCD

Effect of MOV is nil.

Fault clearing overvoltages
are absent æ seen from V¡

DOV is nil.

DC recovery is in 300 ms.

SLGF remote from inver-
ter bùs for 5 cycles

10. Power step dowry'up
(1.0 - 0.55 - 1.0 pu)
(for MOV it was cunent

step).

Effect of MOV is nil.

Fault clearing overvoltages

and overvoltages in unfault-
ed phase are absent as seen
from V4.

DOV is nil.

DC recovery is in 400 ms

System unstable.

Fault clearing overvoløges
are absent as seen from V4.

DOV is nil.

DC ¡nwer channel was not in
store mode. Recovery seems
to be in the range of 300 ms as
seen frorn V¿".

V4 and V5g¡ are slightly
distorted during fault
however fault clearing
overvoltages âre absenl

DOV is nil-

DC recovery is in 350 ms-

System stable.

V4, Vrrn, and V5g¡ are well
within limis. Acûtally Vrms
is hardly effecæd.

Step res¡ronses are woll damped.

Commenß



Case Fault

ll. Power ramp from 0-l lo
1.3 pu with ramp raæ
0.9 pn/s (For MOV the

ramp wæ upto l.l pu)-

(.lr(¡

t2. Power step 0.9 to 1.1 pu
with Vac at inverter
reduced Ío 0.95 pu
(For MOV it was current
sæp from 0.9 to 1.0 pu).

3-phase fault on AC -
SCD bus for 5 cycles

Observation MOV

System stable.

V4 is clipped at low powers

as €xpecæd.

Vms varies between 1.25 pu

and 0.95 pu.

Sysæm unstable.

13.

Table 9.3 (Continued)

Observation SCD

System shble.

V4 and V5gp are well within
limits.

Ynns vâ¡ies between l-05 pu

and 0.95 pu.

System sÞble..

Not âpplicable. VA is cleân and almost uneff-
ected during restarl

DOV is nil as seen from V¡¡¡5.

Fault clearing ovewoltages
are below l.l5 pu in VSCD.

DC recovery is fæt (150 ms).

CommenLs

For MOV, since Vr*s varies consid-
erably hence ir would re4uirc shunt
capacior or ac filter swirching for
voltage regulation. rlVhereas the SCD
is almost self regulating and mini-
mum frlær switching would be re-
quircd.

As SCD makes rhe ac system look
snonger it keeps the system sfâble
for undervoltages. Whercas for
MOV since it can not confrol the
undervoløges, the system is unshble.

For SCD faser rccoveries for cases
13 and 14 should be â[ainable using
consfant powef contfol.



SLGF on ac - SCD bus
for 5 cycles

(¡
o)

Observation MOV

Not âpplicable

Table 9.3 (Continued)

Observation SCD

V4 is well wirhin limirs
during fault and fault
clearing overvoltage are not
observed-

DOV is nil as seen from V¡¡g

V5gp is almost clean

DC recovery in 400 ms.
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Fig. 9.4 MOV ResuLts (analog Sirnulator)
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Fi9. 9.5 SCD Results (Ànalog SinulaÈor)
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With MOV, as observed from case 11, (current ramp from 0.1 to 1.1 pu)

the voltage regulation has to be regulated by switching in/out ofac filte¡s
or FC. It may also be obtained by using converter control (B angle
control).

Whereas for S CD, for the similar case, due to its inherent load
dependance, controls the ac voltage within permissible limits. This results

i¡ minimum ac filter switching and does not require any supplementary ac

voltage controller.

With SCD, system remains stable even with reduced ac voltage operation

(case 12). Whereas with MOV system was unstable.

For SCD case no dynamic overvoltage (V56¿) on ac - SCD interface bus is

observed for all the test disturbances.

Fortunately there were not many surprises when one compares the MOV
digital results with the analog results. Hence, it can be concluded that,
since MOV is cost effective, it has an excellent potential to be applied at

weak ac systems where fast dc power control is not critical.

In the application of SCD whereas digital simulation showed instability,
repeated analog studies failed to demonstrate that. It could be because of
relatively low system damping represented for high frequencies in the

digital study or because of use of better optimized phase locked loop and

dc conrollers in the analog study. Future investigations will be needed to

determine the precise cause of instability in the digital simulation. From

analog simulation it is concluded that SCD offers a new solution which is

not only attractive for the control of DOV but also ensures speedy

rccovery.

There is a hint of harmonic inte¡action between the magnetic non_

linearities of transformer and SCD. These did not lead to any serious

problem. However, prior to its application in a given system potentiai

haza¡ds of feno¡esonânce must be studied.
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Chapter X

SUPPLEMENTARY STUDIES

10.1 INTRODUCTON

During the course of the investigation a number of supplementary studies had to

be undertaken a-nd examined to explain various phenomena encountered that were not
central to the main objective of the resea¡ch. The ¡esults of these studies are given in
the following sections.

IO.2 EFFECT OF CURRENT ORDER RAMP RATE

The effect of different current order ramp rates on the system performance is
investigated for inverte¡ ac faults [53]. Three different ramp generators were
incorporated in the dc controls, viz., commutation failure, post fault and vDCL as

given in section 2.6.3. The cu¡¡ent order is brought down to a minimum value
following the'¡nitiation of a panicular ramp function and is maintained at that value as

long as the initiating conditions persist. The current order is then ramped to the steady-

state value. In the present study the current order is ramped from 0.3 to 1.0 p.u. and

the ramp timings are va¡ied over a wide range.

The dc power for close in and remote faults at the inverter end fo¡ different
ramp rates are shown in Figure 10.1 (a) to (d). The following conclusions a¡e d¡awn
from these figures:

1. A 3 phase close-in fault has better recovery performance with 100 ms

ramp time compared to 0.0 and 150 ms ramp times.

For a SLG close-in fault, 100 ms ramp rate gives better p€rformance)
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compared to 0.0,50.0, 150.0, and 200.0 ms ramp times. With 0.0 and

50.0 ms ramp times, the system takes considerably more time to recover.

For a 3 phase ¡emote fault the system does not recover for 0.0 ms ramp

time. By increasing the ramp time to 150 ms, the system recovers quite
well. In this case 150 ms ramp time has better performance compared to
0.0 and 100 ms ramp dmes.

For SLG remote fault 0.0 ms ramp time gives better performance

compared to 50.0, 100.0, 150.0, and 450.0 ms ramp times. As a matrer

of fact, for this case the larger the ramp dme, the worse is the recovery
performance.

From above, it is concruded that dc recovery is dependent on the ramp rate and

to achieve the optimum recovery, different ramps may be required for different
disturbances.

10.3 EFFECTS OF TRANSFORMER SATURATON AND'POINT ON WAVE,

To study the effect of transfo¡mer saturation on Dov and recovery of the
system' a 3 phase close-in fault at the inverter bus with and without saturation, was

simulated [53]. As shown in Table 10.1, with satu¡ation there is a reduction in Dov at

the inverter bus but the energy loss and the recovery dme are considerabry increased.

This is due to the fact that satu¡arion of the transformer generates harmonics, which in
turn distorts the ac voltages at the bus, hence causing delayed recovery.

To investigate the effect of 'point on wave'(instant of fault inception) on Dov
and recovery, simulations of a 3 phase fault and of a comprete dc block with and

without fansformer saturation we¡e carried out. These d.isturbances were applied at

voltage zero, negative and positive peaks of phase A.
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Table 10.1

EFFECT OF TRANSFORMER S ATURATION

AND POINT ON WAVE DEPENDENCY

Transforme¡
saturation

Point on
Wave

Energy
Lost
(Mws)

Recovery
Time

(s)
DOV
(pu)

ON

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

oN*

ON

ON

OFF**

OFF

OFF

292.0

250.0

3 r0.0

242.0

238.0

232.0

0.70

0;75

0.70

0.50

0.s0

0.55

3 phase close-in fault

vr." 1.12

vo 1.15

vmin |.20

vr* 1.30

vo 1.25

Vmin |.20

DC Block

V,n*

vo

Vmin

Vr*
vo

Vmin

1.26

t.26

r.26

1.24

t.24

1.24

* - Results with a synchronous condenser of 130 Mvar.
** - Results with a synchronous condenser of 160 Mva¡.
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Table 10.1 ¡esults indicated, Dov and recovery fo owing the fault clearing
exhibit a dependence on the 'point on wave' irrespective of Eansforme¡ saturation.
However, the dc block ¡esults as given in the table show that the Dov is not 'point on
wave'dependent for this disturbance. This is explained by the fact that with the fault
cases, the system had not reached steady state at the end of the fault period (ta, tg or tç,
see Figure 10.2). consequently, it was in a different Eansient state at the instant of
fault clearing for each point-on-wave of fault application. system response following
fault clearing therefore depended on the 'point on wave' of fault application.

With the dc block cases the system was always in steady state prior to the

disturbance and consequently, a similar system rcsponse was obtained in each case.

The study concluded that the saturation limits the Dov but it worsens the

recovery. Further, the recovery and Dov is point on wave dependent for all the

disturba¡rces except dc block.

IO.4 EFFECT OF POLE (CURRENN CONTROLLER GAIN CONSTANTS

M¡. Woodford [53] has shown the effects on dc recovery of varying the gains

of smoothing control (1.) and the phase advance control (T¡) in the pole controller
PoLlc6 (Figure 2.9) following ac disrurbances. The dc cunent was plotted for these

disturbances, for the base case of Y5=Q.J, Yl=0.3 and for values of y5 and y¡,
resulting in the best rccovery for each case as shown in Figure 10.3. The following
distu¡bances were simulated:

1. 3 phase fault at the inverter ac bus.

2. SLG fault remote from the inverter ac bus

3. SLG fault at the rectifier ac bus.
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A,B, C: lnlttnt ol F¡ult Appllcatlon
D: lnltrnt ot Fault Removal

tr" b tc: Fault Duratlon

Fig. 10.2 Point on wavc phcnomenon
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Fault duration was 5 cycles in all the cases, and a synchronous condenser of
130 Mva¡ was used as a voltage control device. From the plots of 10.3 it is concluded

that the optimization of the gains resulted in a considerably improved dc recovery

following disturbances. Also values of Yg and yL that were optimum for one

particular disturbance wete not optimum fo¡ othe¡ disturbances.

10.5 EFFEST OF OT}IER CONTROL PARAMETERS

The effect of the TCR control gain KO, minimum value of cunent order in
voltage dependenr currenr limir (VDCL) and minimum limit on firing angle alpha at

inverter were also investigated. It is found that these values do influence the dc system

recovery. Therefore, for a given system, optimization of these parameters is also

required.

10.6 EFFECT OF PHASE LOCKED LOOP

During analog simulator studies for the MOV, slow and oscillating dc tecovery

following disturbances, in particular following restart from bipolar force retard (Figure

9.4 (a)) was observed. Generally it may be concluded rhar this is due to no voltage

support by the MOV, however, further investigations showed the ¡eal cause to be

unoptimized phase locked loop (PLL).

Figure 10.4 gives results for the bipolar force retard with MOV for the

following integrator time constants Tn of PLL:

(a) Tp = 4.0 * 'Toptimum' (value used in the analog study, Fig. 9.4 (a)).

(b) Tp = 'Toptimum'

(c) Tp = 0.25 * 'Toptimu-'
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In the fìgure, apan from the parameters VA, Vrms and kc, Qenor (measured as

difference between omeasured and ø¿",¡r"¿) at inverter bus is also presented. From
Figure 10.4 (b), note thar optimizing the pLL, i.e. by decreasing the rime constant,
resulted in considerably improved performance compared to larger time constant

Sigure 10.4 (a)) as no power or voltage oscillations are any more observed. An
anempt to decreæe TO further tends to make the system unstable @igure lO.a (c)).

It is concluded that tuning of PLL is very imponant to achieve faster recovery,

particularly when ac system is weak. It was further observed that Mov and scD
required different values of the oprimal time constants.

10.7 EFFECT OF REVERSE POWER DIRECTTON

The scope of vcD studies was enlarged by revising the role of rectifier and

inverter, leading to a system in which a weak rectifier feeds into a strong inverter. The

results of this study are given in Figure 10.5 and Figure 10.6 for MoV and scD
respectively and a¡e summarized in Table 10.2. The scalings of oscillographs is similar
to that given in Table 9.2, except MOV current is 4 kA per 10 mV, instead of 1.6 kA.

For SCD application, it is found that for bipolar force reta¡d, the DOV at the

weaker rectifier was higher (1.30 pu) in comparison to the weaker inverter (1.1 pu)

case. whereas for the Mov case the Dov remains almost unchanged due to its preset

clipping level of the peaks of the ac voltages. However, it led to about 50zo higher
arrester curent ¡esulting in higher energy absorption. The validity of the above results

can be confirmed with the equations given in t56, 5gl. Note that for both of these

devices, the Dov remained within the criterion. In contrast, when one considers

application of sc, TCR and rsc, additional capacity will be required to satisfy the

criterion.
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Table 10.2

COMPARISON BET1VEEN NORMAL AND REVERSE PO}VER DIRECTION

StrongRecdfier^Veaklnverær Vr'eakRectifierÆtronglnverter
(Normal Operation) (Reverse power Direction)

DOV Recovery Time DOV Recovery Time(pu) (ms) (pu) (ms)

Bipolû forc€ retard
for 12 cycles

MOV

SCD

3 phase fault at
rectifier for 5 cycles

MOV

SCD

3 phase fault at
invefer for 5 cycles

MOV

SCD

| .23 650 1 .25 I 50

1.10 380 1.30 150

300 130

350 130

450 350

350 250
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With regard to recovery, it is obse¡ved that the recovery from ac and dc

disturbances is bette¡ for weak rectifier-strong inverter combinadon as compared in
Table 10.2. The reason being the problems of the commuøtion failure due to distorred

ac voltage at the weak inverter a¡e absent for the weak rectifier. similar conclusions a¡e

also reported in [60].
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Chapter XI

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

11.1 CONCLUSTONS

The following conclusions a¡e d¡awn from this thesis:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

All the VCDs considered ca¡ be readily designed ro satisfy the set DOV
criterion. However, they differ considerably in their speed of control and

effect on the voltage waveforms as discussed in earlier chapters.

Reasonable and comparable dc recovery from faults (considering the weak

ac system) is achieved for SC, TCR, TSC, MOV and 'FC only, case,

howeve¡ the latter violates the DOV criterion. Note that the schemes

studied used constânt cunent coneol. Constant power control was found
to be unstable.

Since MOV is very cost effective compared to SC, TSC and TCR
schemes, it is a viable altemative to them, and should find applicarion in
those systems where fast constant power control is not essential.

From analog simulation it is concluded that SCD offers a new solution

which is not only attractive for the cont¡ol of DOV but also ensures

speedy recovery. Further, it is cost effective as well and therefore has a

great potential to be applied in future systems.

DC recovery is found to be a function of hvdc control settings and

parameters. The optimal control settings depend not only on the system

but also on the natue of disturbance. Once the user has determined the

critical importance of the type of recovery and DOV control, one can

revert to adaptive and,/or intelligent contols ifjustified
For the reve¡se power direction, following bipolar force retard, DOV is
observed to be higher as compared to its normal mode of operation.

(5)

(6)
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Hence, this may lead to additional dimensioning of VCDs, if reverse
power is allowed. However, faster dc recoveries following acldc

disturbances a¡e obtained for this mode of operation.

(7) It can be finalry concluded that this research has not only proposed and

srudied a cost effective nover option, scD, but has determined the rerative

merits of preferred vcDs by performing objective, consistent a¡d deta ed

comparative studies.

II,2 MAJORCONTRIBUTONS

This research has dealt with several aspects of voltage control devices as applied
to weak ac systems. The major conributions are summarized below:

2.

3.

t. Successful investigation of the novel schemes SCD and the MOV as

voltage control devices connected at the converter ac bus feeding into a
weak ac system on a state-of-the-a¡t ABB hvdc simulator equipped with
commercial controls.

Systematic compararive study of the behaviou¡ of SC, TCR, TSC, MOV
a¡d SCD as voltage conrrol devices in time domain using the digital
simulation program EMTDC.

Development of digital models for the TCR and the TSC for time domain

simulation which a¡e now being used in the commerical program

EMTDC.

4. Influence ofvarious dc control parameters on DOV and recovery.

11.3 SUCGESTTON FOR FURTIIER STUDIES

In the case of MOV, due to clipping of voltage peaks, harmonics are

inroduced and can excite system resonances somewhere ¡emote. Speciai

application studies should the¡efo¡e be performed with complete system
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details before adopting MOV as VCD. Harmonics result in additional

loading of ac filters. Studies should therefore be performed if extra

capacity is needed.

In the case of the SCD, digital simulation showed instability which was

not observed in the analog study. It could be because of relatively low
system damping represented for high frequencies in the digital study or
because of use of better optimized phase locked loop and dc controllers in

the analog study. Future studies a¡e recommended to determine the

precise cause of instabiliry in the digital simularion.

Also in the case of the SCD, a hint of harmonic interaction between the

magnetic nonlineadties of transformer and the SCD was observed. These

did not lead to any serious problem. However, prior to its application in a
given system potential haza¡ds of ferroresonance must be studied. This

interaction also caused addirional loading of ac filten. Similar to tire MOV
case, studies should therefo¡e be performed to determine if additional

dimensioning of ac filters is needed.

The recent trend is to limit the DOV by converter control and supply

r€active power to hvdc link by mechanically switched capacitors [13, 14,

181. They have been applied in back+o-back schemes of low ratings (200

MW). However, its application in point to point schemes is yet to be

seen. This scheme is artractive and its effectiveness on the recovery and

DOV performances needs study.

HVDC conrol settings and pa¡ameters a¡e found to influence the speed of
dc recovery from faults. The optimal parameters depend not only on the

system but also on the type of disturbance. Special studies are required

for each system to arrive at the optimum control setúngs for d.ifferent

distu¡bances. These could be implemented in an adaptive control scheme

and/or with intelligent controllers for better performance.
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APPENDIX A

DATA USED IN DIGITAL SIMLILATIONS

Given below is a list of system data, filte¡ data and machine daa used in the digital simulations.

Table 4,1

INPUT DATA

DC SYSTEM DATA

CONFIGURATION

POWER RATiNG

REACTryE POWER REQUIRED

NOMINALALPHA

NOMINAIGAMMA

MODE OF OPERATION

CONVERTER TRANSFORMER;
RATING
CONNECTTON
REACTANCE
AIR CORE REACTANCE
KNEE POINT VOLTAGE

AC STSTEM DATA

L-L VOLTAGE AT RECTIFIER

SCR AT RECTIFIER

L-L VOLTAGE AT II.I\¡ERTER

SCR AT II.IVERTER

FILTER RATING;
AT RECTIFIER
ATINVERTER

= óPULSE - MONOPOLE

= 810.0 MW at INVERTER (18004,450kÐ

= 425.0 Mvar

= 15"

= 18"

= CONSTANT CURRENT

= 960.0 MvA
= STAR -STAR

= 13% (on own base)

= 2ß90

= 1,2 ptr

= 138 kV

= 4.0

= 230 kv

= 1.5

= 200 Mvar

= 200 Mvar
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Table 4.2

SYSTEM IMPEDANCE DATA

Receiving End AC System Dala

SCR R1 R2 L2 Z SCP

(OhmÐ (OhmÐ (¡Ien¡y) mag. angle mag. angle

(ohmÐ (eÐ (MvA) (dee)

1.5 5.0274 523.81 0.0975 37.385 78 1415 78

Sending End AC System Data

SCR Rl R2 L2 Z SCP

(Ohms) (OhmÐ (ttenry) mag. angte mag. angle

(Ohms) (ec) MvA) (deÐ

4.0 0.3059 180.1ó 0.0139 5.261 85 3620 8s

Lengtlt

DC Line Data

= 895 km

Line Resistance = 0.115 ohm¡km at sready srâre (5.0 Hz)

0.019 ohm/km at 90 Hz

Mode travelling Tim€ = 3.037 ms

Characteristic Impedance = 300.0
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Table 4.3

FILTER DATA

AC FILTER DATA

tlarmonic Nos Inverter Rectiher

RLCMvarRLCMvar
(OhmÐ (Henry) GÐ (OhmÐ (Hen¡y) 0Ð

2 t4.22 0.2986 0.9425 39.20 5.37 0.1094 2.5725 38.5

7 2 14.22 0.2986 0.4810 19.60 5.3't 0.1094 1.3130 19.2

11 2 5.32 0.0786 0.7395 29.70 3.s6 0.0270 2.1570 3r.2

13 2 5.32 0.0786 0.5280 2t.20 3.56 0.0270 1.5440 22.3

np 2 94.80 0.0072 202795 90.30 41,20 0.0026 6.1790 88.8

;; 
^,

DC FILTER DATA

tIa¡monic Nos Inverter

RLC
(OhmÐ (Henry) GF)

Rectifier

RLC
(OhmÐ (Hen¡y) (tÐ

6 1 24.0 0.2444 0.80

12 I 12_0 0.1222 0.40

24.0 0.2M4 0.80

12.0 0.1222 0,80
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Table 4.4

SYNCHRONOUS COMPENSATOR DATA

O. Exc. MVA

U. Exc. MVA

kv

Sync. speed (rpm)

H (MQ-secMVA)

xp (pu)

xd (pu)

xq (pu)

Xd (pu)

X"d (pu)

x"q (pu)

x2

Xo

Ta (sec)

Td (s€c)

Ra (ohms at ?5 C)

Rf (ohms at 75 C)

T"d (s€c)

Tdo (s€c)

T do (sec)

130.0

65.0

17.0

900.0

1.988

0.26

1.56

1.10

0.30

0.19

0.23

0.23

0. r3

0.23

t.17

0.00419

0.1759

0.059

11.0

0.17
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ABB Simulator for FWDC and SVC
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lntroduction

Ihe simulator for HVDC (High-Vottage Di¡ect Cur¡'ent) and
SVC (Slat¡c Var Compensatronì systems is a model that is
capable ol simulating the ope¡ation and behaviour of an
HVDC or SVC system .vrrhin an AC system. with reat-hme
response. Thus the simulator rs a very important tool
facilitating lhe possib¡iity lor extensjve simulations of

- HVDC kansm¡ssion systems for either long-distance
lransmission or back-to-back ties between high-voltage
networks of ditferent ratings and characterisl¡cs

- Slalic reaclive power compensalors in high-vollage
networks

- Poss¡ble future eleclronic syslems such as, for example,
quadralure regulators

The new simulator as descr¡bed below is Brown Boveri,s
answer to an increased need on the ma.ket lo have a
versatile lool for studying various power transmìssion
problems and accomplishing various lasks such as

- Development and design of sophisticated eleckonic
systems

- Sludies and analysis of dynamic and transient
perlormance of power systems unde¡ different
configurations

- Demonstralions of the behaviour of HVDC and SVC
systems at severe perturbations of the AC system or DC
line faulls

- Factory tests in process environment of real elecironic
systems (closed and open-loop control and protection
functions), e. g. acceplance tesls before commissioning

- Training ol operating staff of HVDC and SVC systems,
as an inlroduction to their complex functions

Simulator for BBC's Laboratory
Layout of the S¡mulalor

B.own Boveri has developed and built a simulator which
is used {or stud¡es and funclion tesls on equipmenl
manufactured for HVDC and SVC conkâcts with customers
in China. USA, Canada or other countr¡es.

This simulalor is a physicat rnodel, built up with proven
hardware elements. using bastcalty passive components.
and completed with modern d¡gital technotogy using our
programmable high-speed controlter (pHSC system) for
the synchronous machine model.

The passive elernents are resistors. capacitors, induct-
ances. transformers. etc., designed to correc y model AC
and DC system pa¡ameters.

Converler valves are represented by real gated thyristors.
Loss compensalion systems are provided to balance
lhe voltage drops of lhe thyristors as well as the ohmic
losses ol the pass,ve componenls.
DC power. voltage and current can be adjusted to match
the characterislic of the actual system.
AC power sources âte modelled electronically to include
voltage and turb¡ne governer controls.
The converler controÌs are nearly idenlical to an actual
HVDC and SVC conlrol system with simpliiications onty
where justified by the nature ol the studies being perlormed.
All controls are based on the PHSC system.

Ihis type of simulator (physical model) has the advantage
of providing good correlation to the actual system at a hrõh
level of conlidence in the model ¡.esponse.

The PHSC control syslem built into the simulator makes
it possible to change the control parameters or structures
very quickly. Further it facililates very much the book
keeping ol the parameters. Control algorithms may be
prog¡ammed eilher by means of a number of programming
cases and lhe paramelrizing unils built into the control
cabinels. or through graphical programming using a
personal computer. The personal computer is able to
communicate w¡th up to 16 control computers giving an
excellent overview of lhe aclual program state.
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HVDC Arangements
Typjcal arranggments for HVDC systems are as follows

a. HVDC back-to-back tie

"monopola¡ af fangemenl !.,¡ilh
one 1z-pulse group

c. HVDC mult¡terminal system

Ierminall 2

b polar â¡rângemenlol
two 12.pulse groups

d, HVDC two-terminal parallel system

Terminal I

Pole l

Pole 2

':

The HVDC converter unils, cons¡sting of 6-pulse bridges,
can be arranged in any series or pârallel configuration.
Therefore many configuralions of an HV0C system
can be connected together to provide different modes of
operation.

As shown in the principi; d¡agrams âbove, for example,
two bipolar stations as per scheme d can be set up to study
â two-lerm¡nal system. Alternat¡vely, several less complei
systems can be set up and studied simultaneously.

The terminals are inlerconnected by a fibre-optic system
to simulate Power Line Carier (pLC) or microwavé
communicalion.

One unrt. comprsìng

one 12-pulse
converter groUp
Itlvo 6-pulse
groups ln seres)

r-]--r
iÅ * ti

rH
One 6-puÌse
converlef g.oup

É.9 compnsrng

lour 6-puise Ihyr stor

converte¡ groups ¡ series

irl-
tHi
iËl
iHi
lHi-t-'198



SVC Ar¡angements

Basic SVC configurat¡Dns âre as follows:

a. TCR r FC
(ThyristoÊControlled Beactors ptus Fixed Capacito.s)

I

0

r

Composition of the Simulator
The whole sìmulator is comprising the following marn
components:

a. HVDC Control and Thyt¡stotValve Systems

Wilh one HVDC system two 6-pulse bipolar terminals or
one 12-pulse bipolar terminal can be arranged. Allconlrols
are d¡vided into masler-. pote- and group control and are
performed in lhe PHSC system. The gale-conlrol units.
measuring devices as well as converter-relaled loss
compensâlion are implemented too.

Converter and pole protecl¡on funclions can be simulated
externally by lhe sequence controiler or are programmable
in the PHSC system.

Each HVDC system compr¡ses also ils own iibre-optic port
to communicate with another HVDC system. e. g. to
simulate PLC.

b. Stat¡c VAR Compensâtlon ISyCJ System

Consisting ol a 12-pulse unit
wilh one Thyr¡stor-Controlled Reactor (TCFì)
and one Thyristor-Switched Capacitor (TSC)
on e¡lher side.

The SVC can âlso be modelled as a 6-putse unit.

lndividual phase-control simuiation is availâble.

SVC valve and conlrolcublcles (right a¡d tell side)

ln 6-pulse coñliguralron

b. TSC +TCR (ThyrisloÊSwitched Capacitors
plus Thyristor-Conlrolled Fìeactors)

With the simulalor all SVC types can be modelled. The
Thyristor-Controlled Feâclors (TCFì) and the ThyristoÊ
Switched Capacitors (TSC) are lhe fundamental
components of SVC. They are matched to lransformers in
6 or 12-pulse configuration.
Further the Thyristor-Sw¡lched Feactors (TSR), the
Fixed Capacitors (FC) as well as the ¡ndividual control for
network load balancing and voltage stabilization are
important parts of â compensator too.

Operating Scale

The operating scale of the simulator is as follows:

AC side per unit: 50 VA preferred power
100 V phase-to-phase voltage

DC side per pole: 50 W preferred power
200 V line-to-l¡ne voltage
250 mA line current



c. Thrce-Phase Conveñer Tanslomet Models
for 6 or 12-pulse configurations.

- with on-load tap changer, controlled either manual¡y or
by HVDC controt system

- with or without adjustable saturation characteristic
- wilh or without loss compensation

d. Reactor Modules

These components are used lor modelling of

- DC smoothing reaclors
- AC and DC lilters
- Source equivalents
- AC ând DC l¡nes
- Transformer leakage

e. Capac¡tot Modules

These components are used for modell¡ng of

- AC and DC lilters
- Capacitor banks
- AC and DC lines

f. Res¡stot Modules

These components are used for modelling of

- AC and DC filters
- AC and DC lines

Synchronous machins model

g. L¡ne and Cable Modules

These components are used for modell¡ng of

- AC and DC lines and cables in any configuratjon

h. Dynam¡c Synchrcnous Mach¡nes

to rnodel generator and turbine, realized wilh pHSC system
and power amplifier

¡. Three-Phase Powet Sources

wilh sine-wave generator and power amplifier

i. Dala Acqu¡s¡tion System

lor logg¡ng, memorizing and v,sualizing of data

k. Aux¡l¡ary Equ¡pment

Comprising

- AC and DC circu¡t-breaker models
- Surge arrester units
- Break-Over Diodes (BOD)
- Test sequence control system
- Enlarged measuring equipmenl (osci¡loscope. current

probes. phase meter. mullimeter, wave ânalyser. erc.)
- l\y'arshalling ¡nterface
- Cables

The modules as per item c to g as welf âs mosl parts of
ilem k are bu¡lt-up in 19" racks.

The whole equipmenl of items a to k is installed in
standârd cubicles where ¡t is arranQed according to the
funclions
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Simulators for Other Users
Brown Boveri's simulator technology has been procured
by several other organizations.

Following simulators have been del¡vered so far:

- One big simulator for simulalion of two separate
bipolar HVDC syslems plus one SVC syslem wilh l¡ve
synchronous machines

- Anolher simulator for simulation of one b¡polar HVDC
system plus one SVC system with lour machines

- A further simulator compris¡ng one digitâl pHSC control
system for two 12-pulse converler groups ¡nclud¡ng
the l¡ring units

These simulator equipmenls offer bâsically the same
possib¡l¡lies lor system simulations and general modelling
of electronic control systems as the BBC simulator
described above. They are equipped w¡lh the same HVDC
and SVC control, but the number of equipment and certain
components are d¡fferent.

Datâ ecquisìtion system lor simulalor

BBC
BROWN BOVERI

BBC Brown Boveri Ltd
Power Transmission
CH-5401 Baden/Sw¡tzerland
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APPENDIX C

MOV RESULTS

- The results of the MOV cases given in Section 9.5 are presented to show the

effectiveness of the MOV.

- The va¡iables recorded for each case are also given in the same section.

- Scaling ofresults is according to Section 9.6 and Table 9.2.
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Fig. C.1 MOv Results (Ànatog Sinulator)
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APPENDIXD

SCD RESULTS

- The results of the SCD cases given in Section 9.5 are presented to show the

effectiveness of the SCD.

- The variables recorded for each case are also given in the same section.

- Scaling of results is according to Section 9.6 a¡d Tabie 9.2.
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Fig. D.1 SCD ResuLts (Ànatog Sinulator)
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Fi9. D.1 SCD Results (lnalog Simulalor)
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